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Hint Renewal of
Jaycee Contract
San Jose Junior college may remain a part of the State college
for another year, according to word received from Assemblyman

Bruce

A. Allen, yesterday.

11% KEITH KALMAR at II
Today is -Help the Eld.rs Day
at San Jose State college.
Representatives of several eollege fraternities and organizattlInS
will meet students at the end of
10:30 classes this morn:ne to solicit funds for th. aid of Mr. and
Mrs. William Elder of Spartan
City.
The Elders were torisa1 to take
heay financial bunten last
we. k wh. n their )mmeest son.
Kenneth. 3, died of injuries suffered when he v. as struck In an
auto. The child was hit as he attia-opted to follow his older brother. Howatd. 6, across the street
in front of Spartan City
On -Campus Dirke
The on -campus dri.e is being
sponsored by Alpha Phi Omega,
college men’s service fraternity,
which has solicited the help of
the other organizations.
"This is the most worthwhile
effort we base ever been called
upon to perform." Don Bind. r.
president of Alpha Phi Omega.
said t t da

Earle C. Crandall, San Jose superintendent of schools, speaking
at a meeting last night at Edwin Markham Junior High school, disclosed that Allen told him by
plion
a sub-committee of th;
Stat. legislature may recommend
the contract between the Stat.
college and the JC be renewed
for one year.
The final decision to renew tb.
contract will come from the Stat.
Department of Education. The.
one-sear period would be devottd
"Eurydice," Jean Anouilh’s modto a further study of the problem, ernized version of a tragic love
Crandall said.
classic of ancient Greece, opens
Dr. John T. Wahlquist. presi- tonight at 8:15 o’clock in the Little
dent, speaking at the meeting said, Theater.
that the college has no part in 1 The play is translated and di - BI43d Sig11UP
I hi JC controversy.
reeled by Dr. James H. Clancy.
He pointed out that although 1Lead roles have been assigned to
there is a proposed $468,919 in- Richard Rissn, as Orpheus, and
Blood drive pledge card totals
crease in the State college 1953-54 Delores Hieb, as Eurydice.
’now stand at about 25 per c. it
budget, the college still would 1
settings
are
by
J.
French styled
of the 2000-pint goal. Sign ups
ts. the most economical of the 1Wendell Johnson, associate pro- will he continued into next we,
state colleges to maintain.
of
drama. Contemporary ! Yesterday’s pledges totaled
fessor
-The press has contended, and I costumes are handled by Miss proximately 150. the best day. of
the emernor’s budget infers, that I Berneice Prisk, assistant professor the drive thus far, according to
most of the budget increases was of drama.
. Don Clouse. drive chairman.
(Ed. Note: See Page 2 for feadue to the plan to separate the
Members of the drive contact
Junior college and the State col- ture story on Risso.)
committee headed b. Stan Croonlege," he said.
quist and Pat Engerud, have di.smost of
tributed pledge cards to mt
"A recent analysis made by the ASe Th um b
the student living grollf*. Cloura’
State Department of Finance lists
$95.792 as the amount necessary.
to cover positions granted to facilitate the separation of the two
Here’s a tale of Jim’s Thumb.
schools."
President John T. 1Vahlqu ist
The thumb in question belongs
E. J. Bohne, of the county superintendent of schools’ office, 10 Jim Baldacci. who claims his was scheduled to leave this mornstated that a recent survey re- digital extremity was broken while ing for Sacramento for discussion
vealed that by 1963 there will be fighting for the cause of Pi Kap- ’of the college budget with state
approximately 2000 students in the pa Alpha fraternity in the recent officials, and to help organize a
chapter of the Alumni assoeiaarea who will want to enter San Novic Boxing tourney.
But yesterday Glenn "Tiny" non in that city.
Jose State or a comparable insti_
I Hartranft, heed of the Men’s phystution.
:ical education department, said "1
’don’t think fraternities and SO1’0. rit ies are responsible since the
:tournament is strictly a voltintarty part of the school’s boxing
program."
Baldacci, who says the thumb
Today is the last day to purchase tickets for the all-star Alpha has cost $80 in medical expenses. I
Delta Sigma show tonight at the !diverges in opinion. "It’s not the
Towne theater, according to Frei- ;money. it’s the principle of the j
thing." he said. They asked me if .
doun Pirzadch, chairman.
Tickets also may be purchased , I would box for them, then
at the door before the show, or wouldn’t pay for the injury I reunder
from any member of the advertis- ceived
l1lwhile
ros
notheir
ps
p.
ine fraternity for 65 cents

Little Theater
Mal. Opens
This Evening

Short of Goal

or

n Colle e Pie ’,aid.
President Leaves

Despite Handicap

Students Ma’s Ituv
Ducats for Ho tie

Kappa Alpha Is Tops
In IFC Grade Standings
Kappa Alpha Iraternity topped
Ii’’ other 13 social fraternities
in scholastic achievement during
Fall quarter, with a 1.59 gradepoint average.
Fraternity scholastic averages
ranged from 1.59 to 1.19, according to Dr. Stanley C. Benz, dean
of men.
sigma Chi and Delta ’Upsilon
ranked second and third reaper-1i% ely, with 1.54 and 1.52 grade point averages.
Kappa Alpha bet!. red the 1 55
.o .’rage for all men on campus by
1)4 crrie points. The average for
all fraternity men was L42.

In addition to achieving top
honors for all fraternities, Kappa
Alpha ranked first in the toerages for active members and third
In the standings for pledges.
Other fraternity average. are:
Theta Xi. 1.50; Pt kappa Alpha.
1.46; Theta Chi, 1.45; sigma NUL
1.43; l’hi sigma Kappa. CV!:
and .Alpha TS41 Omega, 1.441;
Sigmas Pi. 1.40; kappa Tau. 1.30:
Lambda Chi .41pha, 1.33: Sigma
Alpha Epsilon. 1.33; and Delta
Sigma Phi. 1.19.
The only group to fall below a C
averale was the’ pledges of Delta
&Vila Phi with an average Of .85.

’1. iii
Student

of Alpha Phi ()mega.
Y. Tau Delta Phi and
Ottwr Vollintc,r workers will colleo the money at 11:20 this morn,ng. They plan to meet the stu
dents at their classrooms at the
end of the 10 30 class p.riod.
Breaks Precedent
Delta Phi isstied a ehallinee
to other campus orermizations last
night as the. brok. a 37 -year
pr,o,kyit t. donate $20 to the
fund.
"The: is the first time in the
that af
organization’s history
ha.e participated in a campus drive of any kind," Bob Cross,
president. said.
"If we ha’.,’ to break rimer. dents,"
Cross
continued.
"ue
couldn’t have chosen a better reason to do so."
George Singewald, housing manager, reported yesterday that he
has received further donations for
the Elders from faculty members,
St. Patrick’s church and smeral
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"that o. collect stab,
paj for all of the 1_...
penses
"We can do nothink to 11,11SI.
Paili in the Elders.
h. at :
he continued. ’’but
can do
. our small part in 1‘10:114 h. it financial brird.ai "
Volunteer oorkei a should
%
up collection calls at
Elder is a business administra- offiee in the Student I

biter

kom Ildtr

.tr Iirot hut anti S11,1,1- spat
tans:
Abigraet and 1 %%ash to .pr.’s..
our 1,erj drep gratitude for our
gracious gestures of sj mpathj.
In offering jour heart.
sour
hand.. to us in our hour of grief.
you ha’.,’when us a eonifort
ohich or feel deep in our hearts.
Stan of jou is.’ hair wrier
met. an jet ’our personal kindness has been that of brothers
and sisters. We prosy that this
note of thank will tender some
measure of our heartfelt senti
ments.
William Elder.
S
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Vat. ta Iperieneed the .t.ents I.. will
is I.’ to his atolls nee
Prior to his reir-all by the
army rPoserse la months ago.
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first to the Pentagon, then to
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Are A% al lable Now

Talk on African Revolt
Scheduled for Today
Current hotilaits 01 Allif.III
Moiocco. Kenya, Tai:ga-

pto,to hy Bider
I’ll’. ’al( %I. handl, imp hasn’t
daunted the spirit ..1 kill Sloane.
The junior aceounting major display. hi.. master of the handstand. thee story page 6).

! ,st
bon major oho came ’ .
September front the t’nner
of Nebraska Ile is a semor
holss to uork towards a enast s
degree at the el,
traduai
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A...41.111w to lat,

Kalibala leod iii
rganda.

East

ti 11.1s1

life
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Atrica,

ail)
and the
childhood and
nyika. South Africa
causes behind them will he dis- 0. Amer
for higher
cussed today in Room 24 at 12 34i He holds a master’s fit
onto.
Kalitela,
It.
by
Ernest
p.m.
UTIIMESIty and presenti%
African lactirrer.
aorking toward a doctot
Following Born Landau. BritIn 1934 Kalitiala and hrt
ish lecturer who spoke here rereturned to his home tit Vga.
cently on the Moroccan
Kabbala will present the African to .isit hi.% father, who was na,
point of view and attempt to i chief of the city of Kampala. Is explain the. "great awakening" has a population over 10.000, li
which the African nathes pres- and his wife engaged in social
and educational work for his peoently are um-len:new
"Afro a ple and then founded th. Aggiey
In Ids discussion.
Aflame," he also suit ...plain I Memorial School in l’itar.da, basthe feelings of the nati5.... In ing tile plans on Tusk -g.., lristiv
t ute
which Kabbala had attheir struggle for independence
add freedom against the whites. tended.
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contacted in reg.ird to the Rutgers letter.
who is a college graduate.
Colleges will be here long after
you have gone. Mary. but keep
your chin up and -smile anyway. I
still love you and so do many
other stable students. You’ll r, =r
’instill my friends, tlhey’re a!
runners anyway), or their
ents, i who have., more inipor7.
sections of the paper to read
.
the comics).
I’ll read >ou to my great r:
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education. You. Mary Worth. are
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Two Youth Pastors to Serve You

DR. CLARENCE SANDS

REV. MERLE ROARK

FIRST BAPTIST
One block from campus

EN

2nd and Son Antonio

EV1

,

r.

Akin
LADD

NOW! IN TECHNICOLOR!
Randolph Scott
"THE MAN BEHIND
THE GUN!"
Plus
David Niven
"ISLAND RESCUE"

COMING EVENTS!
Tues., Feb. 10, 1:30 P.M.

KUPIDS KAPERS
Entertaining Fashion Revue
Gowns by Coeta’s
Furs by Tarlow
Stay for Regular Program, 70c
Tues., Feb. 10
Martin & Lewis

"THE STOOGE"

Friday, Jan. 30, 1953

SPARTAN

Spartans weary from taking
mid -terms will find the movies in
town both refreshing and relaxing.
None of them are overloaded with
messages to tax the brain.
There is luscious Lana for beauty, Alec Guinness for laughs and
Randolph Scott in a he-man western.
So cast aside Plato, forget about
the Algeciras treaty, Dos Passos,
and those lesson plans and take
in a show.
The Towne
In "The Promoter," now playing
at the Towne theater, Edwin
Henry Machin (Alec Guinness)
shows a talent for bettering himself.
Born a poorbut not overly
honest -- washerwoman’s s o n,
"Denry" becomes mayor of his
hometown, the industrial city of
Bursley, England,

Machin is not an t-specially
lucky person, but he has a genius
for "giving fate a helping hand."
Even a dull postion as clerk to a
humorless solicitor provides opportunities.
While addressing invitations to
a high-class hall, he calmly sends
one to himself. He
bribes free
evening clothes and dancing lessons from a tailor and teacher by
giving them invitations to the
Ronald Neame has competently
directed an excellent cast. But no
one can overshadow Guinness. A
subtle actor, he conveys humor
by a wrinkling of the forehead and
a gleam in the eye.
Machin, breaks down the social
harriers of Victorian England because of his charm and audacity.
The audience will overlook his dis:I, did tht. TIM IN/eahon. td

SOON . . .
Burt Lancaster

"COME BACK
LITTLE SHEBA"
Tyrone Power
"MISSISSIPPI GAMBLER"
Danny Thomas
Peggy Lee

"THE
JAZZ SINGER"
I

enimeemeileneeena

SHOW SLATE
Studio:

LANA TURNER
KIRK DOUGLAS
WALTER PIDGEON
DICK POWELL

0 asv.
, ton ow 1,953i

"THE BAD AND
THE
BEAUTIFUL"
LANA TURNER
KIRK DOUGLAS
WALTER PIDGEON
DICK POWELL

foo- eio.sO0r
c"’

BARRY SULLIVANGLORIA GRAHAME
GILBERT ROLAND LEO G. C11111011. VVYLS: BROWN
NOW
PLAYING

THEATRE
STUDIO

CY 2-6778

DAIL%

unitEtt .%rthits
Californians tan thank Randolph Scott that their native stab
is not divideil in two, aecordii..
to the latest technieolor Westete
epic at United Artists.
"The Man Behind the Gun" ft
’toes the inevitable "hard rid in
and fast shooting." which cent, 1.around a nasty band of Los Angeles politicians who evolved the
wicked plot to split the state.
girl
mann"
Scott’s "School
I riend in this oni is Patrice W.
,nore.
The more thoughful y o
may wonder, when the pictt;,.
all over, why ’Randy’ went
the trouble, what with the North South friction that still goes on in
sarram,.nto today.

California:
"ANDROCLES AND
THE LION"
Victor Mature Jean Simmons
Plus
TANGIER INCIDENT"

El Rancho Drive-In:
E,rol Flynn and Maureen 0 Hera
in
"AGAINST ALL FL.AGS"
In Technicolor
Plus
"PEGGY"

TONIGHT ONLY!

Saratoga:
"HIGH NOON"
Grace Kelly
rnrif Cooper
Lloyd Bridges

The deal of the year!
ALL 3 for 65c
SPECIAL SJS

"The Man Behind The Gun"
Q,,-oo!ph SW+
Plus
’ISLAND RESCUE ’
ENJOY BETTER MOVIES

Major

VARIETY SHOW

STUDIO

Vocalist

Sneak
PREVIEW

3 Genes and a
Chromosomp
Revelries Preview

Also "LYDIA BAILEY"
In Technicolor

United Artists:

ALEC
GUINNESS
r

7 30
9:00
9,50
1000

’Th Promoter
"Special 14,44 Show"
Coffee Time
e.
Major Studio Sn..ir

:3PROWTER

from the DAILY’S
THEATER LISTING

chc;AN
BOYER

’UNDER
EAST
COMPANION HIT!
delightful story"
’Escellent.
Hortense Morton. S.F. Esam.
-Mightyfine.---the best child 11Cior
we we seen.Luther Nichols
"Pl..... fly appealing."
S F C11.1lullsetin
"NEVER TAKE NO
FOR AN ANSWER"

calf jc-Je c(Arte
ciudem(4
FAVORITE MOVIE

THE EL RANCHO
DRIVE-IN

WHY?
BECAUSE THERE ARE
ALWAYS 2 BIG HITS
SELECTED ENTERTAINMENT

LARGE SNACK EAR

ERROL FLYNN
and
MAUREEN O’HARA
in

"AGAINST
ALL
FLAGS"
Plus

"PEGGY"
Rock

Hudson

111119IPAIR

1191 E SantaClaraCY1SOS
TYRONE POWER
and
RITA HAYWORTH
in

"BLOOD
AND
SAND"
IN TECHNICOLOR
Plus --

GLYNIS JOHNS
PETIIIICIARK
VALERIE HOBSON

"CRY OF THE CITY"
with

By Selecting Your
Evening’s Entertainment

Corinne
CALVET

IN TECHNICOLOR

Mayfair:
Tyrone Power and Rita Hayworth
in
"BLOOD AND SAND"
In Technicolor
Plus
CRY OF THE CITY"

3

plc, because he is so much fun.
The Studio
If you like satires and you cat,
’to think of Hollywood as the twofaced town of glitter and sordidness for which it is noted, tht I:
you’ll like "’The Bad and the Beautiful," now playing at the Studi,
;heater.
In this dramatic take-off of lit,
behind the scenes in the glairv,!
town, Lana Turner (personifyini
the beautiful, of course) is ca,i
perfectly. Her portrayal of a gorgeous doll with little talent but
lots of ambition is both realistic
and impressive.
Now the had man in the story
is, of course, Kirk Douglas--a love
em and have ’cm, take -everyone
for-what -they’re-worth movie director. Ile makes love to Lana
to give her the confidence she
needs to become a star, and then
he drops her. Ile uses his friend.
Barry Sullivan, to his own adyantagc, and then ditches him.
And he causes the destruction of
Dick Powtll’s wife, bringing misery to his friend’s life.
Ironically enough, all three ef
his victims end up with fame and
fortune, while he, as it tribution
%you’d has.’ it, winds up ttiendless.
penniless, yet still tilled with OMsuming amibt ions.
It’s a powerful story with
top-flight case each one out-doin,:
Ii imself to turn in a superb Pei hiett!y ree,immend
fermanee.

=

Deb.eral .
KERR

Get your tickets at the ADS booth
or any ADS representative

Victor Mature
and
ON THE AlAmEDA AT HESTER

SkeUy Winters

SP
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U.S.i"
-")gi""s Coffee Dates Bring Bad
Wary Scribe
for
Luck
ibout ,ltumes
I

’

Friday, Jan. 30

, PA G’.,,

Wa-Jitittytott

.qualie

:

iren5 1 :S.eri".""

’nit pulled a terrific socia l error
it , .,F..0Itibt: .N ALE
I wtnt to the drive-in over a cup of Joe. Welt call her
I"
IIARRI."1.
11 ( Id"’students
di, not t.tk.
Arricstehn
.lottn (which is quite difier,"
in m) lietctiles T-shirt. I went
from what I trailed her %hen
college work as seriously . .-because I like coffee, I love
this h ap pen ed I.
students do." stated Dr. i coffee .
carman
The Culprit is a* rat . . . literally. The ferocious rodent was 1.1ohannes Sehtietza, Germ
German proJoan and I were buddies for
saving the North Am(aiiyht in the act of invading the Tali Veit sanctuary Wednesday !fessor of American lit-rature and, I Coffee is
i literally days when %%-p had our
from destruction.
race
lerican
.... fling. -It" is. DOW an the hands of the Sri( ore department, Where Engio,.
, Divorces have been on a ram- ,: first and last coffee date.
p’rsons huller qualified than the Tau Dells Will determine its sex.
Dr. Schuetze, who this week Ipage for the past few years. SoAll was fine until the waitress
,Oesuld ilhIP Culprit be a Female, tbe he’s ha the Tower will completed a
ten-day visit to .he,t ciologists have attempted to ex- slopped our cups ot Joe before
Us
tarry- out their plaits to promueute.
!college under an exchange Pr’’’’ plain this as a result of more wo- ! in her usual flamboyant manner,
This new torn of esents has not daunted the pseudo-detectises. I
gram of the Office of Education .roco:s right, as a result of war- :I interrupted my line long enough
They are certain the rat v.a, Monied in the Tower to take the Wrap
, lin Washington, D.e., which sends ’time ennalt,ons and arious other to raise my cup for a sip. Ti, - a
..,eraece.e tii..*Iii-r tip
. , ,,,inenne a ho writ’ s letters on pee hare(’
.professors to foreign countries to!i,p
,:onelitions.
’ happened.
-study teaching methods. had some
N..er one.* (lid t hey come
NIv cup dropped from rm.
.
. pertinent comments on Gerrme-, l’io,.
to thy true answer. It Nets
feene Broderick Is 11.....1...1 for tho. lo,.; lane . . . ItoratricalINas I watched Joan slyly dump
mai American students, cigarel..
th.:
r
on
left to a gal reporte
rre..,,.. impressed natl. f.en..
pc..king. III. m......ger ..I lt.A.drie
, A
cubes of sugar and a few do,ps
me-clan dui v..1.-.
:sail Jose Mercor3,-,....%% to cont.
itetorrosanee the. 111O-1,:41.111 III.. speaking role I. . . . -II. %. 11%1
of cream in her coffee, This was
’I h r I I r % e that Americans
op nith the reason tier marital
.
...her. Iter laiondr% !" 11.-ro
., laol I., na to -lo.
the end. If a woman can’t take
oork just as hard as the tierdifficulties.
.
lier’s straight, she don’t elese!--e
an
%merit
n
Sitlipie
he
said.
"
Its
aS
ihtis.
ei;tii..
No
do
Hums,r.f.
That 0 di ICrt (WWI Instillehon Ira it.
at Berkeley has inaugurattd
1..
to
tintent..,
hoiseer,
seen.
that.
as
II pr,.i.n .ii. PL..: ,an Jos ens and Speil-tans would do str..11 to follow . . .
Daintiuess is a trait to be reI iii., re’ gi.s and merry."
lit 1. -n -I ,...k into.
People didn’t know each other spected hilt it ean he carried
not
t’i... I , .1.41(ntown (el.cnt spQmorred by ti,. , ay or an organization
It
ii::,,,n for the different at- well enough since they had
too far. Cream maybe, or sugar
Is. I ., -.‘ .. the tickets are offered to (’al students free of charge ’fitudes toward education, Dr. chipped away an hour or so over a nialfe, but neer the tuo too, at ,,all 1,1 It . ’Mere is a student booth on campus handling supply lsebnetze believes, is the fact that .couple of cups of that steaming gether. Not only is it socially
Seal demarid
. ,e0 %%hen a Goklen Rear finds his budget low he ’German students have to stork :stimulant from the coffee bean.
unacceptableit is fattening.
. ,II:’
. .,
if.,
booth
- ,.., "Wha’eha col’ . . . arid his wor r ies much harder to be able to afford
One girl that I have known for , Now tonight I am continuing my
.some time impressed me quite fa- ; search for the girl. This one is
g
! the cost of attending college,
.
at the : vorably. She had everything or lovely. she is an eloquent speaker
Although tuition is
ost oil. rot, is lilt fond thytterrlses tangled on rrel Cow. lahrte r.-gistrr
,iate Teachers college in Bremen, ,so I thought,
arid she believes in Dutch treats.
H.,
I",
the. ...wt..’ ....knee department ma% li..% e it a where Dr. Schuetze is an instruc.’ After reading the brilliant alisTonight we go to _the drive-in
tittle . ..... other ne.1 quarter. Hr. I eii hileb% reports the depart- tor, students musi have the equiv.. sertation on coffee dates, I decided on
a coffee date. I love her but
ite.-n1 Is ti.ork mg
.. plan I.. ...owlet% the ssstem. If tho. "titator ’akin of $4(g)mer
this
if
all
and
for
outone,’
find
money
in Aican
know what will happen.
1I
oorrla.nol"
oottirr dep.trtioi nts Imps tollois snit.
to r each semester
ltemale had it
She may slurp. She may take
a little coffee with her
I teaek her een a coffee date.
’thir college is housed in one
cream and
part
:
first
the
for
fine
nas
.All
building ..
%%hat larger than
.sugar. She may blow on her coffee
leg
my
of
talked
Nor date. She
’ii’’wing ’.1 ’,our s.1 len., buildto cool it or what’s worse, shin may
ing." ho ’,lid. Tno I
!red titoff Me all I had to do nits grunt arder tea!
Juni"’
collygo...,
in
Iii,
411
loll....
it
lia
thy
thyn
Bolt
uhile.
Inife in a
’" -,’
dents allviiil 111. iiittitiilion.
Something will happen. Each
tir for a conference Fer. to to straigh., li out problems hie(;, i Intl s t 11(1.10 e dr) fleet have’ dream ended.
:time I see a girl now I envision
itbe
-.’ti
She picked up her coffee cup
r"ceised l’ut it ""’ lorganizations like American social
3
I ’
" " . "S.
""ly
I"’" "’is% ’’’’ h""
,,m,.. ,
l’, b 17 is ,tit prin- ’aryl service fraternities, he said. and smiled at me as she put it to lher ruining a coffee date. The ordinary woman is just out of ’
:,I
,’ ’,. .1 Ian, -,I,,,ol,
Commenting on such diverse her lips. Then, to my horror, she I No matter _wflat 111Pionl,subjects as drivers and cigarette’s, slurped, That’s right. Right there
.1..ba Bo -roan. hastrose tor eel onial ,4.19.11....... 11 t it IM. knos%ii that ,Iar Schuetze said. "I thought that in from of half a drive-in full of don’t worry. I know a
he corner who has
011. cot Mr
..... re popular unitr..at NIIrbigars Lito
Is Horse Alan- the United Statts was a nation of people’ sic: slurped!
Now, I won’t say this girl will
’’’’’’.""" ’’ ’ " at’’’’’ th’ in teur ’ " I’’’’ of ‘1"""Pig 3^ 4 "" i"14 1""
’.’" !wild driver,:. hut I find that drv
iar. 1..olght. II,,. rows.. is rorpliono..11% notnilar nil!. inutiabrr rol , I, ,,..,. ,,,,, I, tnF.,, (fj,,ipiiii,.(1 I e a !adore in lilt’ but she’s go’
II- 1....11...11 t. am. It float, s.
iod start,
iiitti I had inpi,.ue,t"
she has oil well-. a Cadillac aryl
"rortnr .:. iihi. A ir..tican ricar...
.11..
I?1
. ,i... 1,. ’’ I’’;’ l’
1.1. i’"i . toe, u s tti thiin gli t,
ne got her number. An
h. ir i.ivai.tte,,, flAr
BEST MILKSHAKES
.1 I ii 1.1111..01 -. %%ill ;,,,. nnid,.,.- I,,. ,..,,,i "t’itiortiiii- eitelas
eiily woman I migh
IN SAN JOSE
, ,, N., II . tt ’..I
lia
,!.-1 et
II AnteTICall rrne ry hut never a slurps-r.
’CS E. SAN FERNANDC
:Another girl silo, didn’t pan
’
cle,,arettes in Go Intan "
Edlted by JOYCE PASSETTI
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Job Cets Best of
PAT’S tSI: Receptionist
11551
PRODUCE
ii

$ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $
s

I

A AR
V INIVERs

10th and Keyes

tam./
4.
low."

FRAricas.
MARKETS
SUPER

A Complete Market
of

Closed
Sundays

B.-,

10Ib

Potatoes

1
th,,

thin.
pro-,

the ,
D
bar.*
spin
down
said.
I hey
’dese

_

PRI
grAmpo
’putt /Fryg/WWEST

Fele5.,YE6174FIE5
he

Si
trip
bra,
ono
Dar

49c

LOW PRICES rieityny

Closed
Sundays

I IL., do,.

Carrots

13c

s,.. .
Grapefruit

1HE Rio NAL
tomato sauce

6 29c

I
Lettuce

.tto the othii-

3 Headt,

29c

1 S 11,

I t’t:111:11

t
o

%ss

PRVIS FOR
ORGANI;ATIONS AND
110ARDING HOUSES
SPluls

Or

k iii thi
.

1’-

Itirre

!fie.

MIN

CY 5-1043

VACUUM PACK
12 OZ. CAN

PIZZERIA NAPOLITANO
SPAGHETTI

Also

19c 40c 22c

4 CANS

25‘

DINNERS

’

A

LG. PKG.

LG. BOT.

15’

f

Is)/1

and
PIZZA

3 CANS

,

itN.
4 L..44,v,

’

"A.411

Pizza prepared

85c and up

CAN

29c

Open horn ii anto I no.
Clossd

to take out

loolonclay

No. 2 CAN

FINE ITALIAN FOODS
292 SOUTH MARKET

No. 2 CAN

14c

Students View Death Vallevss Splendor

Friday. Jan. 30. 1953

It MILDRED KILLANI
In the uourse of every -day con...sation I have found that I am
ten accused of say in:. thtngs
that I didn’t.
When I say. "I
th it I’ll
trade this car in on a le Y. er model." those around
m
i;. cut
"What .7 .You are
t 2. ’
a nettle 7The evamples could go on and
on. One day the tact nas
brought tie nit attention (it soy
traend Georgie, who is 3 speech
major.

S.
410
di
<74;4 t ’ C..

,
s,

5

sb...

[IAMB’

What Was That, Again?

114.140.

sl

SPARTAN

thought .i.ou
tied tiei!
Mr.
Rasmus grinned
All I could answer was.
"Well, you see," be. espiaired,
-.Ili that you hear when you hsten
lit 5e5c’e’ through sour .nvn
to
ears is the bones tatting around
P youi head "
Net the professor pulled a
small kr y hi, a r d ins( runtient
%% Inch resembled an crgan out
01 a closet. -This is a meiodium.
With it ne can find the proper
pitch lair our
ad, . ." he naid.
lie pressed ii note and said. *isa)

I
abe.i. :settle ’1’.1i.o.e’icts1
enmicialtion. a slight sibilant probi..at,
and some lack of olume.
’hy don’t you enroll in the
Si
clinic over on S. Ninth
stre..t. It did wonders tot- my own
itt ieulat ion."

e

Sit
l’ILONI a presioti Death Valle field
trip inspect the geology of a canon. The scenic
beauty tei one of the United States’ greatest
omelets is ’i.Jee eel by Illenlblrs of the class. On
ha of l.’s A,
students can haik user the typogra-

photo hy Rented
ph of the %alley f
Rat Water, the limiest
point in the Western liemisphere. to Telescope
Mountain, 11,015 O. high. Reglioration for the
March II 11 trip is Monday.

mg. learning the phot a
bet practicing entree t .iranunela!Ion and articulation, screcclier.4
Iie.,’ a (tv11 and moaning like a
trig horn to gain pitch control and
k
leont ins diaphram. I ap.
Shortly thereafter 1 wa..
y
e-e11.(l
t: lend. George
!chaining my problem to Ward Ra.-:’
stly
.nus, director of the Sp.tech
"First of alb"’ the professor
cheerfully. suggested, "why don’t
we see how your voice sounds ,n
"It it ’4.
n
r
.ether psople
don ." sl eil
easprose.d.
pitch controlled. in’, %me
I was shown into oro of the ni
tape-reeording rooms and given a eseni modulated. I traded It in
on .1 IWN11.11’
mimingraphed sheet to read
Then Mr. Rassuu turned a
IOU tin‘ ifiltt
talking abed.,
less nob.. to isla basis the re- that tactile ( ;e.o,,
a eel sastati,
eordiag
th. was, did you knew,
When the sound of it was OVet that the speoeh
?Psis
1110 11..1.111 was still, a. I had come ears. too- 1 took a hearo
to a decision to remain sulcr’. leer theic and found out ....an. T...
the rest of my life.
that I neyer knew before. I’m hat ’I
"You didn’t sound like You ..f hearing’. -

Tales of a ’Desert Rat’.
LLSON Yle" VDSWORT I I
Itween the winter and spring quarda brings regictration leer ters, about 230 students and farthe Death Valley Field I r,p, so we ulty roll up slts-ping bags, throw
thought we would talk to an (.Id frying pans and mess kits into
prospector and see how things, sacks, gas up a few colemans, and
were down there in the land of head for the south country.
the sand dunes.
’The worst tiling we have to
Dr. Alexander G. McCallum sat contend with down there is the
back in his chair 4and started to: weather. Then. may be rain, or
spin the yarn of Death Valley.
! thcre may be snow, or wind, or
dust storms, or a flood, or it may
"They call me ’Des e rt Let
Ireeze, or the sun may come out
down there in that country," he
and bring the theaanometer up tel
said. "I de,n’t mir.d it as long as!
100 degrees or over, or there maythey don’t leave off the w’ord
be perfectly beautiful weather
’desert.’
The only thing you can predict is
"Anyway, in Th.. vacation lie- the weather definitely will be
, there.
-- "The accommodations aren’t
CHARRING CLUB
exactly deluxe." the ’Desert Rat’
group
Liberal college
drawled, "but our headquarters
will be in old abandoned Cf.(’
meets 7:30 S.ndays
barracks. Last report has it tha,
fireside Room
the barracks are still standing
If course a strong wind could
Sunday, Fatauary 1.1
titer that overnight.’
TaNi and Disc.Assioa
There are three barracks and a
SEMANTCS OF DEMOCRACY
mess hall which has two faucets
of running water and two sinks.
Me sink drains outside the buildPROF. ELMO ROBINSON
rig. The other empt.es on the
speak at Asa
thaw.. It doesn’t take long for
tudents to learn which sink to
First Unitarian Church
Asc.
140 North Third St.
ttudents are diYided into groups
(12. called cooking groups Each
Sunday. February Pt
group is responsible for their own
at II a.m. on
...Joking and dish washing. The
"WHAT UNIVERSALISM IS
school supplies the food.
stuAfter rev ill.’ at 6.710

ea’

Don’t forget
Coca-Cola ..

(I

,

For yoar dances, games and
special event,

4

WE FURNISH THE EQUIPMENT,
BRING THE ICE and GIVE
PROMPT SERVICE

You pay only for the
Coke and Ice used
Ober& profits assured

CALL CYpress 3-7812

TIME TO LOCK TO SPRING!

dents eat breakfast. clean dishes.
put up lunches and lease fen
morning fa Id trip.
Dies, trips are spent studL.n.._.
the birds, insects, reptiles, m.. r
mais and chemical resource’s ot
Death
Students will have two afterne
ecu during their se "’k stay.
The other afternoons will be spent
collecting tossils and taking scenic.
trips to the vareou spots of interest.
During the evmings there will
Is movi..s. short talks. dancing.
and student skits. There is also
a swimming pool at the camp.
The. ’Dewy-. Rat’ sass that
dents are tired when they get ba.
N, San Jose, but they alw,,ys
agree that the had a "swe II

MS WEEK
FTTEN YEARS AGO

I

11
Pee e 4 ;;!1
Coach. s
NVinter I tCeit’Pti eorom,ssions as
in the
Feettenants, jun.or
United States Naty,
They were to repeal to the
Navy Pre -Flight school in Chap Hill, N. C., for a 30-day tram phssical
period and deity
mstructors.

The Spartan basketball tear.
siiffer..11 its second deteat of
.1.4S011
by
CL-rerkpitig the week
tame to San Fraiic.sco State..
-e7-4.13
-.feed ’km:mg Otiradves" was
%elected as the r.ame of the
10th annual Kr’, pities scheduled
to he held in February.
traxl.led to
Folly Victor
Camp Rots its as guests of the
R2neri and 133rd battalions at A
dinner and dance.
lhe group was chat. oried Is
dean of
Itelen Dimmer*

... and we are all excited
over the new fabrics,
colors, and designs

7 4

now arriving
at STUART’S.

COME IN
AND SEE
FOR YOURSELF

JUMPER DRESS
sketched front a
group of washable

"Tweed -Lin" Separates
$12.95

FOR THE GIRL
KNOWS CLOTHES

Lcuies Delicatessen
Fancy Groceries
Noodles
Ravioli
IMOURIF

,

COCA -00...A BOTTLING CO. OF SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA

37 So. Fointh

CY 3-533

161 SOUTH FIRST STREET

Ft al

sit ART’.’. 1/ill.V

.1 -al
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A Hoax On Revelries

Noultdays Men Are Men and

Net Gentlemen - -Coeds Say
Bs ELAINE BEN.ls
Ma:aia the men on this campus
’ Pke themselves the way they am,
but some of the girls don’t.
Coeds picked at random yesterday were asked, "do you think
the men of San Jose State college are chivalrous?" Of the 64
queried 32 emphatically an.swered
"no." 23 said "yes." and time were
undecided.
One person could give no answer
she seas laughing too
at all
hard. Others, however, were quite
serbosi.
One disillusioned blonde said.
"sure they’re chivalrous! They always pick you up after they’ve
thrown you down. Two others
asked. "what men?"
A brunette commented, "they
not only don’t open the door for
you, they expect you to open the
door for them." Another said she
became awam if their manners
after working in the Coop and
’watching then, grab seats during
I the rush hour.
I Some coeds partly blame the
;draft for the mal. attitude. "It’s
aettina to the point." one girl
mplained, "where there are so
...any women, to every man that
fellows are spoiled. They

t--

s Iisaff lii till- a MIT co
: is
I
its,. "A roe, 1... h. or.ang tot
1 Ito ox in thri
Ito %
in
of tho birth
%Volk 11.111, Jerry
I. P to rieht %town
,.1.41
to dot, the
,oloto 11111%e

figure, ’if she won’t put up with
me some one else
And Pliny
ate right."
No one seerrird to feel 1.1:- men,
as a whole, were undtily conceited.
But such terms as "immature"
and "selfish" often were used.
Many girla who gas e a neaative
answer blamed the independence
of women. "Equality of ti,.
can go too far," one pet’s, coed
stressed.
The .23 girls who defendad tie
fellows usually did not give detailed answers. One coed purred,
"I just like men, here or :Inywhere.’
Another thought they
were all "wonderful! F.specially
those in the science department."
Most of this group were philosophical. "It’s just a ma11.’r of
putting up with their fault,
.
remarked. "Women aren’t p
why should we expect th.u.
be?" They all agreed the ideal
male sounded I.ss than desirable.
The survey indicates the modern
woman still likes a fey,’ attentions,
although she would be
mbar, raased by the elaborate rummers
her great grandmother demanded.
In spite of all complaints. most
coeds admitted they ssould b. unhappy without men.

photo h, Parker
liii. 111.11 pour, 1/1 plot ingredient,. Th,
c.otillrodo
gro’,11, of the
teat %ill le aired on er the ’’Tsrntoomoorroon at 9:30 a.m. oner
-
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F air sears ago Bill Sloane. jr
eiaihicat noinaai. the technique of
halal standina
Ile ’,lased football, basketball
-11111 s’. is a track Star. 11. .’e, ’lied
in practically every spoil oxcept
1:y1711G...tics His arnss and ahnidIers vieterat powerful enough to
bilacce th. %%eight of ht. legs.
Ifill Sloane has mastered
P4,,’ hand -stand. He’s gained the
I aasser in his aims and
ac.a
!le excels in gymnastics, bill Ii,’ tkaan’t plas football.
15asket1.311 or rim around the
Pr. irk fie can a Your years :11:1)
1:111 Shatio was struck by a car
The aweident cost him his lett a,
:111 Ite11,61. 1 i-3:1.;11’-011 lwiPh.’ I. .s of a hg is a cruel How:
I( fate l.. hips it was his )011111.
11.111ilgo. 111’ j111 plain stishborness
that gave Bill Sloane Ph.’ will to
ienicati active 1Vhabver it was.
’ spurred him on to master the
aaiicaciea of hand -balancing despite his handicap
n I lost nty lea I found to
ms complete arnalervelit Ph-.,
co.1141 do stunt:. I aaild never
have attempted before. I found
I actualla could do so much more,"
aaid

New for Spring and
Perfect for that
Semi-Formal Date
SUITS --- $45-60
Shot kskins
Flannels
Tweeds

rale day someone suggested
Sloane should work up an act.
Television was crying for acrobats.
"So I got myself an able-bodied
hand -balancing partner and started
doing
benefit
shows."
Within
eight months the duo had reached
semi-professional status. They appeared on television shows in
Southern California and performed
in chihs and for benefits. The act
folded vi hen the partner was married.
It was then that Sloane began
contemplating his future. As a
bobby. hand -balancing SerVPS 1’
purpose, hut it hardly is insuran,..
tor a secure life.
lb enrolled at San Diego Junior
eralege and "started meeting the
problems I should have fared long
ago." In the fall of 1932 he was
jeleeled student body president.
Sloane owes his rapid rehabilitation to his career at college and
th. Indoor Sports club. a nation-,
mganization for physically di’.. aided persons.
’
"When I first heard about th,
I club while at J.C. I rebelled
Iagainst the idea." h. admits. "I
daln’t want to be a.ssociated with
la croup of disabled fsrsons who
couldn’t get around I was much
.0.11 aetive."
DO he joined the club and disaovered "what a really splendid
aaganization it is and how much
everyone benefits from it."
Bill Sloane. now a junior acaounting major at the eolhge,
wants the disabled persons on
campus and in the community to
Alan, benefits he derived from the
"tub whit, in San Diego. Ile is
actively campaigning tor the formation ot an Indoor Sports club
for San Jose.
"Such a chili would be as asset
to the eommundy and provide
social existence for the members
who might not othirwise have a
social life.- he .aid. Sloane may
be contacted by saTiting hint at
166 Spartan City, or telephoning
"Ia

%its de’t. 0.yled
Bilfmore and Varsity Towne, famous
olleoIste clothes throughout the country. Be sure and droc
for a fittleg beiore that date.
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ORLON Sweaters1
They wash and
dry like a breezes
4

Wash them and don’t worry
they stay new: They keep their
shape
they’re even mothproofl
Who ever heard of such common
sense economy in delicate pastel
sweaters with the expensive look
of cashmere? In sizes 36-40.
CardiFan 9.95

Queen Jan - - - Snow Beauty
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1ATO’s Turn
Lodge Into
Paris Cellar
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rliday,

a’s To Attend Wedding

Kappa Tau members will at- t Richard Russo, brother of tho
tend the wedding of Elva Janiece ;bridegroom. will be best mar
Ballou and fraternity brother An- Guests will he ushered to their
thony Paul Russo tomorrow in pews by Louie Tersini, Ray Russo,
The map may say its San Jose Saint Dunstan’s Catholic church. and Bill Ballot’, brother of the
but it will be the backstreets of Millbrae.
bride.
Paris for Alpha Tau Omega’s and .
their dates Feb. R at the social
The couple will rocehe guests
Miss Ballou will he preceded to
fraternity’s fourth annual Apache the alter by Mrs. Marjorie Wag- ill the recreat ion hall of the Coin.
dance.
ner, matron of honor. June Hear- inmate Methodist church before
The ATO’s are doing their best
ell, Betty Lambert, and Barbara leaving on a wedding trip.
Ito duplicate the dankness of open
brooks, bridesmaids. Two of the
The future Mr- Russo is a com_
sewers, the rundown sidewalk
dim streetlights and dinghy build- attendants will wear pink bailer- puler in flight research at the
turs for their party.
ina length gowns and two will !Ames laborators. She is tho
ter of Mr and Mrs William
The gangsters-for-a -night will wear aqua gowns....
111
he forced to crawl through a
’lower girl, and the attendants will , lou of San Jose
sewer pipe to get to the imitaRusso is the son of Mr and Mrs.
tion cafe and alleys that mem- cam oh! fashioned French baitbers of the fraternity are con- Iluets.
Sin
Anthem RU,7:o
structing inside Hillsdale lodge.
The men from The Alameda
and their dates will he transformed into murders, robbers, nipi
gun molls for the evening. Costumes will range from slit skirts
and off the shoulder blouses to
jersey’s and jaunty berets.
The women will receive pintsized wine bottles as dance favors. A raneI of judges will se185 South First Ss
lect the Apacheist with the
most appropriate costume as the
winner of the door prize, a miniPick your swim suit from
ature door.
Dave Pantoskey is in charge of
the best, new crop now,..
the evening. Dancers will be chaperoned by Dr. and Mrs. William
50c holds your selection!
’Sweeney and Jack Holland.

Colman’s

era
.11%
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photo by Zimmerman
HER MAJESTY ... Queen of the snowbunnies Jan Brockman was
chosen to reign mer the Ski club’s second annual %%Intel-whirl SnoBali Friday night at the Sainte Claire hotel, Jan is affiliated with
Delta Gamma social sorority.

Twenty-Five Get Degree
In kappa Phi Ceremony

Actives Add
Names To Greek
Membership Roll
New

Kappa Phi, Methodist Women’s
sorority, confered the Degree of
the Light upon 25 pledges ThursTen SAE’s received their memday.
bership pins Monday night at cereAn honorary degree was given
monies in the Memorial Chapel.
to Dr. Virita Lantz, former paThe pledge class, led by Jean
troness of the campus chapter.
Marquess, outstanding pledge, inGuests present were Mrs. Edwin cluded Marty Connelly, Frank
Prince, sponsor of Alpha chapter Emmerling, Jim Houston. Bill Irof Lawrence, Kansas and Miss twin. Dick Threlfall, Vernon RenKay king, sponsor of Sigma chap- nee Ray Alford, Lane Weiss, and
ter of the University of California. Chuck Abrahamson.
Nan Wilson and Janet Elling- ’ Receiving the Sigma Chi pin at
son Ivere-in charge of the program Sunday ceremonies at the chap.
following the initiation and Bar- ter house were fall quarter pledges
bars Thornberry served refresh- George Erhart, Charles Rockhold.
Richard Crawford, Robert Padden, Lawrence Florio, Philip Ba41/ rone, John Edwards, Bud C. Tennant, Herman Wittoff, Edgar Viall Jr., Bruce Schott, Jack Wilson Jr., Charles Haywood. Stetson
Ss.
Schott, William Harold Ty:ler, and
Fred Aired.
Three new members joined the
k. ranks of Chi Pi Sigma, police
fraternity, in pinning ceremonies
Wednesday night. New actives are
David Kirwin, Bill Freeman, and
John Campbell.
Phi Kappa Alpha
Norm Hirschman was in charge
of recent ceremonies initiating
eight members into Sigma Nu.
The new members are Clark Gelhaus. Jack Lucas, Marty Lundquist, Rich Moore. Jack Ray, Ken
Ryder, Jim Triplett, and Warren
Van Duesen. Dick Villafuerte was
pledge captain.
Theta Xi
7.1embers of the Theta Xi fall
quarter pledge class were honored
/A
at a banquet Sunday following
thru these
formal initiation ceremonies at
the chapter house.
doors pass the best
Dick Monnier, Paul Perry, Ron
dressed size 7’s It 9’s
Schwartz, and Don Scott were
named outstanding pledges.
in America!
Don Lee was -in.stalled chapter
president in ceremonies preceding
the initiation. Installed with him
were Warren Benson, vice-president; George Sweet, treasurer:
44 E. San Antonio
Bill Wood. house manager: Joseph
betwctn
Azzaoui. social chairman, and Jim
First and Second
Robinson, corresponding secretary.
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Now you can view TV in your own horne
for almost noihing. General Appliance
has made it possible for you to rent
televisions, washing machines, and refrigerators. The amount
paid during rental may apply toward purchase, if you wish.
Come in today.
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You’re Invited . . .
The conclusion of sorority pledging and the beginning of winter
quarter fraternity pledging set off
a round of social activities this
week.
If you have the stamina and the
necessary invitation in the next
few days you can take your choice .
between the Sigma Chi, Theta
Chi or Oriocci formals and the
Alpha Phi Omega anniversary
dance tomorrow night. If you want
to hold your social life over until
next weekend you can chose between the AT() Apache dance ai
a Lambda Chi Alpha dance
Feb. G.
Slated for Feb. 7 are the Del’.
Sigma Phi Coronation ball. S’enia
Sigma dance and Delta Gamma,
and Delia Zeta pledge demos.

Leslie Appoints Year’s
Officers for Kappa Tau

1
Kappa Tau appointive officers1
named by Dave Leslie, president I
recently include Tom Jost, IFC1
representative and Parent’s club;
chairman; Charles Hill, junior IFC I
representative; Don Richardson,
assistant pledgemaster; Tom Her- I
rey, chaplain; Len Marks, Louie!
Tersini, Russ Utely, finance corn- I
mittee; Jack McCullough, mem-I
bership chairman; Don Hibner, initiation chairman; Jim Nash, public relations; Doug Hill, publicity
chairman; Glenn Garrison, athletic director: Al Chapman, refreshment committee 7hairman.

John(’ Ilorcard Takes
Rose to Tell Engagement
Joline
Howard followed the
Kappa Phi engagement tiaditions
Tuesday night by blowing out the
candle and taking the pink rose
to announce her plans to marry
George Sweet.
Miss Howard, a sophomore education major, is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. L. Ben Howard of
Campbell.
Her fiance is a senior business
administration major and a member of Theta Xi, social fraternity.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Marstan Sweet of Arbuckle
Also following the sorority’s
traditions were La Vaun Martin,
who announced her engagement to
Pfc. Joseph Allen DeCarrno, and
Mary Jo Jones, who told of her
plans to wed Jack Wesley Mans-.
field.
Miss Jones will N‘COMe Mrs.
Mansfield on June 27. She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. R. G.
Jones of Santa Ana and a sophomore student. Her finance is a
sophomore chemistry major and
is 74fiiiated with Pi Kappa Alpha,
social fraternity.
sophomore occupational therapy major, Miss Martin is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. H. B.
:MeNurlan of Delano Her fiance
t is stationed with the Marine Corps
at Moffett Field.

Famous name styles like
this by Rose Marie Reid
Your foliiCifile
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ii -formal dance sponsored by
:;partan Oriocci, will be held Sat.,rday evening at the Hotel Saint,
:lair.. The affair will feature ph..
..rchestra of Ron Wren.
Ente:aainment will be provid-1
by Cliff Sugimoto, vocalist, and
of the Bessie Claik
na em h. r a
iaec,t studio.
Bid Cosehairnien Erni KAii.
and Hornier ()hi announced that
bids will b.- sold until Fritia).
lt-inaining bids will be sold at
I he door.
Iltds may be obtained from th..
thi
in
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for
night
saturday
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Present With Pride

Edited by JO ROSSMANN
emPua queen removed het name from the eliaible Iva
alien adauraen Watkins. last year’s Ski dub royalty, accepted the
AT; I pin of Eddie Salvadalena. Eddie played guard for the Golden
aa,
before ho. -t as graduated last quarter. He is now doing grad a ark at Stanfoid University. Maureen is a junior general elemajor from Palo Alto.
e,.y
tradit ion Monday night by serenading the
Tat. ATO’s lei lov
Chi Omega*. Announce
ily Kaan told Chi Omega sorority sister’s a r..ently of her plans
ary Joan Moen-. r of Delta Upsilon Saturday. Aiso on the engaged
Joyce T.4.10,’ :aid Bea Alksne.
lawn), annonmed the pinning of Joan Campos. to Rich Benedetti of Pi Kappa Alpha and Mary Alice Grimes to Tom Berrey of
Kappa Tau.
It. ceivaig

the pin.of Chi Omega at the beginning of the quarter
r.i.,
ew mambers Noreen Golden, Sally Davis, Nancy Snell. Betty
cai . and Asa J.ai Montgomery.
aigma Chi brother*. learned Monday night of the pinning of
Jerry Sessions, to Elizabeth Flores at the sante time the Kappa
Aipales hi urd of Bill Miley’s pinning to Delta (amnia Joan Mc( to oh.
Ditto A 0 Pr%
paaaags a-ere aLo revealed in the Alpha Omicron Pi house -Monday nieht. Frances lappolis showed her sisters the Delta Sigma Phi ,
pin of Bill Wilkinaan. Margie Leeds went all the way to Palo Alto
tor ill, Alpha Sigma Phi pin of Stanford student Dick alcCaing.
The A 0 Pas also learned of the engagement of !alai-ley Minardi
photo by Zimmerman
and flick Varger. shirley is a junior business major, and Dick fa
-ark N.aME IS
,
Sons.. of
j,stxior industrial arts student. The girls were aerenaded by the ’
the traternity turn oho Ike Itcd
weathers of his fraternity, Lambda Chi Alpha.
through campus sorority howSouth Coneord
Haas night to meet the ’a- ii
Keane Alpha’s trom the local chapter and their brothers from
114’111111decFWaRinEiise
isters are shown shaking hands
Stanfcad and r.C. are making plans for the annual Dixie Ball.
stith failure .41pha
hi Omega
Life for the Kappas is bright used in the Iising room detot
Daneera and their dates will crowd their hoopskirts and Confederate
luerntwts. (left to right) floret
unitorras into the Mt. Diablo Country club at Concord in May for these days, in keeping with the awe a eaneral eftect of warmth
Marto -sick, Shirley, sittrling,
the eve:iliaRon Joarakand Art White from the local encampment are . cheerful, warm atmosphere of the and modernism. The draw drapes
ir, charge of balsa arrangements and the like.
? iltn Leubt. Santis Hifi Itaritar.1
iororita ’s nawly-remodeled chap- ;ire oh green contrasting eat h t hi.
Hearts and ...
Darien..
( !Alston.
Baker,
and
The men of -Chi Pi Sigma will prove to their dates that the ter house at 148 S. Eleventh ...oral drapes of the dinina room
Going through the receiving line
days of lazy sailer&tines and chocolate hearts has not gone by the
street,
and einahasizing the green-vorai
are Phi ’MMus kappa’. (left to
Waal whiaa the famous saint’s day rolls around. The felleah made
Last weekend saw the KKG’s combination of the furniture.
right) Tom VI ilberditsg, 11111
plan. thi- week for a Vaientine’a day- dance to he held at the frapresenting their first official Open , Off the entranee halt is a toy n
(tett I."., end Fs. ’Ti rare.
House since moving into their aals room. provided for the con ternity 1/01/../..
The traditional Present% formTheta Chi Mingle
home last quarter. ’The cite rasion a,roarlot of all members no, la in:4 ally ended the rushing wisaosi
Th. Theta (’hi’-, dropped over to tha Kappa Alpha ,Theta house was held in conjunction with sor- in the house. It was furnished by %%hit+
ember. ’to.
Moadi.,. night lot an esening of coffee, dancing, and the usual ex- ’ ority Presents, for to most. the Th,. Moth, is’ club with long nur, "rIt
I,l,l as-re distributed Niel
(hang* arratiaamenta. The boys also serenaded Sylvat Bachelor who Kappa residence is as no w as am ;nr... ;4 Wli;d11W seat, furniture, and %seek to Vi.T pledges ha the tea
14.1 I.. nowt..
has aecapted the pin of Ron Doolittle.
the faces of the 37 law wsairers baal
sa, I:es
, of the group’s pledge pm.
"Be My Valentine?"
tlw
The several bedrooms and
MIAy stores. ia gait stocking their windows with chocolate hearts
The exterior of in,’ vnapt r sleeping porch on the rasa-awl tlei ’Au., a surfao-d ar-ft
and plamp.. ’smilina.cupids this week in anticipation oh Valentine’s house is done in cypress green accommodate 24 girls. The rooms 4.11!4-,14. space. anti
,Si
rsr,r,
Day. To ea:Ovate the hearts and flowers annivemary. the AWS will and Chineae red. The entrance are Might and cheerful, each done
hold their annual Jack of Hearts dance. As usual, the dating roles hall and the walls of the living in a different color harmony, de will be reversed. This time it will be the women who will stammer room are decorated in a warm, ! pending on the exposure. of th,
out the invitations and shell out for the bids. Instead of a queen, off-white tint, while the 12-foot room.
Outside the house. preparations
the it is will choose a knave to rule over the affair. Tieing a Valen- ’ceilings are of coral, tones: One
tine’s; cancia the affair is on. naturalla. Valentine’s day.
!wall of the living room is of blond are under way for spring. The
. wood, forming a built-in book -a entire area around tbe house. is
SOH Sticking%
Foot Arnsts LAATERiAis
Kappa Alpha Theta sorority sisters of Sue Dick learned last week ease-fireplace unit. A large bas : being landscaped. The hua back
Ne.ies-G.ambachte
01 hi pinning:to tat% Lear Van der Griendt. She passed the organi- , window with circular couch is yard is furnished with a p15ed
nor/mini Oil girds
. opposite the fireplace wall.
!service yard and recreation are.
zatirtha traditimsat t nning rose.
CS’
cttt
T
132
The varying shades of green Redwood benches and tence enEugene Secor and Warren Benson passed cigars tp.their Theta
.
Xi Maahers Monday night to announce that they have gi%en away
their pins. Proudly wearing Eugene’s pin is Peggy Hathway, while
Aden has Warren’s pin.
Preparation
Fraternita -men wandered in and out ot the Sigma Nu house
Friclay night -before ’the annual sorority presents. The boys got togrit..’ to prepare tor the fascinating ordeal. The unexpected "open
76 W. SAN ANTONIO
was atrietly unexpected for the SN’s.
Serum hi and Market
Now that all the rushing is over, the girls can turn their effort:

Greens. Reds Decor Theme
tif

/arhis

letudte9:4

.R.,1

"where sin’ dress for

to mt.’, construct,.-’ thanes like exchanges and pledge dancas.
And Some Sleep
1b4ta Gaturna’s both :senses and pledges, curled up atter Presents
Friday night for a lot of girt talk and very little sleep. The girls dlstussrtri who was there and who wore what, over hot chocolate. D. G.
pledges will "come out" at a formal Feb. 13 at the San Jot, Country
club.

Th girls wit have dinner guests Monday night when Mrs. J. W.
Binalraa, former national president of Delta Gamma. and Mrs. W. I.
Roach, pt raisiaa.nt of the Palo Alto alumni chapter drop in.
Hot Air Inside and fikut
Atril

*pimp ntly
tk

Font’s

day

is three

months away. ditto

Ilallosseen,

Sample Skirts
Orion, wools. Straigh+ and pleated. YalLes te $19.95. Entire group

$6.00

but

date dkerepaney doesn’t mean much to the iiriankster
air out of the Gres of a fey [whits% Gamma Phi Betas
and Sigma Phi Tueaday night.
Will Souza, the ST ’s social chairman, is tangled -up with Chi
Itme:.:as and plans for an exchange with the girls next week. He’s alsa
insolyed in dickering with the IV and Fresno state chapters of th
tralearaty over arrangements for the group’s annual Orchid Ball, May
27 ’This year’s affair will he held at the St. Franca: Yacht club,
Ding
The Kappa Alpha’. dinged a pledge last nee!, and it didn’t
hurt

t1,0

a bit, :ilthouLth

the phdge

black balls %-re first against
has a dog and female at that.

hasn’t

the

resealed ho’,.

it

unlortinate. Reason:

(eels. Eight

the pledge

Tramp, Tramp. Tramp

Cocktail Dre ses and Ballerinas

The Sigma Chas proved that they have strong !wigs Monday night
ishiat :Sta. marched up and down Greek Row serenading the women
ni retie Manor. Sigma Kappa, Kappa Alpha Theta and Alpha Phi
1:111,4.-..,i 1,1
aadaunted a

All a -e
-Dotty-dresses.
samples with value-. up to $40, Yours
for only $9.95 to $19.95.

20% OFF
on PERMANENTS
for State Students ONLY
CY 5-2448

Sample Wedding and Bridesmaids’ Dresses
Original value $29 95 to $39.95. N o w
$13.95 up.

156 W. SAN CARLOS

Theresa Whalen Beauty Salon

Use our lay -Away Plan

Cpen ’iii 9 Thursday
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Oscar

Wilde
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Will Be Recorded

A dramatization of "The Cariter,Iiie Ghost," by Oscar W;Ide,
will be recorded this afernoon by members of the speech and drama
liepartment under the direction of Jim Liles, education major.

b

Torres on Sale

A booth still be set up Toes.da7. in Morris Dailey audltoriur *there seniors may purchase
a limited iiigober of 1953 1.4TOrne% from members of the
t..11f.
The booth will he open Intmediatelx after senior lectures,
and seniors may either pay 95.00
or place a $2.00 deposit.
-0

sPARTAN DAILY

It

4drertisin 0. Sorority ilembers
!fear I all., )rt Opportunittes
Mrs. Elise Goddard, :
manager for Harts nit-pat I
--tore, and Robert Barton of the
M. reury-News staff were guest
speakers at Gamma Alpha Chi im_
tiation Wednesday ’night at the
YW(’A.
Mrs. Goddard presented an informal talk on the uho, %%hat,
why, when and vi here iit advvrtising and the opportunities
offered uomen in the field. !tar ton emphasized the function of
achertising in our society
Eleven coeds became merol..rs
of the national ad% ertising sofogoy for women during lb. cereloony. Joy Aspinwall. % a...-Isrt se
dent. presided over the ima.ion

Suzann.,

17.

I

tan Mel.e.oti. Joat,ss, i’s .1,
flosenia:14.
S,ttt’ sod ’.ii ’,,l Shaw
Miss. Alarian Moreland. associM.41

The ghost story is the third of a series of nine programs
being
cir,7cted by Liles as a special project. Each program is a classic
adapted for young people.ate profe....or of art, and .orerity
ighl to 16 jears of age.
ads iser. alfMr attended the InitiaI pi
tion.
Negotiations are still being !
made with station REEN for
Members of Gan.n.a Alpha slii
air time on which to broadcast
nosy are making plans to. au ail the series, Liles says. in the I C
.
campus tashion show to IN’ held
ane the programs are henwUm
at the Sainte Claire hotel in Fm ing transcribed each Friday !
ruary.
Installation
of
safety
devices
for
the
protection of children at
tram 4 to 6 p.m. in the college
Spartan
City
will
be
discussed at a meeting to be held next week,
radio studio.
il was disclosed yesterday.
.
The cast for each program is
A spokesman for the G.I. residents said the need for such action
( nosen at 3:30 p.m. the Thursdav before it is recorded. Radio became apparent with the accidental death of one of the children
G.fild members and speech and I last week. Kenneth Elder, 3, died.
drama students have been play- i of injuries suffered when he was such an
accident for a long time,
:struck by a car in front of Sparlag the parts.
!hut we have neglected to no any- "1 the absence of the Presid’ill
The
I
tan
Citj.
He
is
survived by ha’ thing about
The main characters of
it." They expressedI A elyn Malinao.
(7anterville Ghost" will be played parents, Mr. and Mrs. William El- I their
New Gamma Alpha (-hi’s 4in
opinion
that . something !
by Fred Forsman, a graduate der, and an older brother. Howard,’ should be done about "the safety Joan Adams. Beatrice Aiksne.
16,
all of Apt. 36. Spartan City,
education student who is narraI of their children as soon as is- , Beverly Allman. Bat ba ra AnderSeveral memlices of tre. col- I sihip.
tor on all the shows, Neil Rey- i
--- -1 loge community hate said, "we
R,,_p. resenting the college at
nolds, and Beatrice Orowitz.
"Rip Van Winkle," by Washing_ I have realized the possibility of the meeting %till be tieorge
ton Irving, and "The Necklace,"
Singeu a Id,
housing
manager,
Kappa Delta Pi, education
bt Guy de Maupassant, have aland Ralph Conklin, Spartan ity
society, will hold a Valentm.
t.-ady been recorded. The radio
maintenance department head. or
YOUR CLCAST
Feb. 12 at Catholic Worisl. adaptations are done by Liles.
They still present to the resi- party
FRIENDLY DRUGGIST
center.
dents the position of the college
A buffet supper will he ier:,,1
in the matter and still explain
Morehead-Fleming Drug Co
followed 1),y rotation whist. Mem1
st
hat
nu.
be
to
sok..
the
done
lilt
FOR RENT
..an I einantici 1 1
2nd
of
wive.:
bers and husbands, or
problem.
Furnished rooms $10 and $15:
members will be attending.
:espectively. Kitchen. Male stud- I A plan will be offered to provide for the election of a mayor, or
’What should the college ad- eats. No drinking or smoking. CY
a representative of Spartan City
ministration do about racial prob- 3-3308.
who can present the community’s
lems?" is the topic to be disRoom with kitchen privileges. problems to college officials in
cussed by Thomas Luce, forensics Living room. Men. $20. CY 2-5697.
the future, the spokesman said.
student at the college, and rep- 438 S. Ninth street.
Hope was expressed that a new
47;741!"
resentatives of three other colleges
City official be elected
Saturday at 2 .p.m. over KCBS I Double room with kitchen priv. Spartan
$22.50 per person. 52 S. 10th each quarler.
radio.
Finest Work of Reasonable Prices
street. Close in.
The program is the third of the
(lose In. nice front apartment
CY 3-3343
2‘.,7 Soutt Er:’
"University Platform" series sponsored by the Northern California for 2 or 3. Also lovely, large room,
twin beds, large closets, kitchen.
Open Tnuridey
Forensics association, according to
545 S. Fourth street.
+III 9 p.m
Lawrence H. Mouat, director of
.1ttractive rooms,’ kitchen priv.
lorensics.
’FOR THE PICTURE INA’ LOOKS LIKE YOU
47
S.
Eighth.
CY
3-1940.
Students from the University of
For rent: For 2 men, 11-2 blocks
California, St% Francisco State,
4.11.1erroW.W.:WWW":""WWW.OW:WW.:.:"."10::
s
c,illege and the University of San !from school, free phone. Mrs.
s‘
Francisco are the other members Horn. 426 S. Seventh street.
,.
FLOWERS
I ,o,C
Z
dr,
of the panel.
’
For rent: 2 men,
blocks
s’
DECORATIONS
:.
from school, free phone. Mrs.
s’
’1)
.
-s 1)
.D11111111111111111111111111111111111111111011.:
Horn, 426 S. 7th.
Attra. rooms: Kitchen priv. 471
ss..
Su. 8th st. CY3-1940.
= /441!
4, _
Chose in nice front apartment-- .
..ie
*
’
’
Iterations
:
for 2 or 3. Also lovely large room,
Re.sodeling, Rettylir.g, Rensonabis = twin beds, large closet, kitchen.
"LET US MAKE YOUR
g. 345 South 4th st.
CLOTHES TO FIT YOU"
Double room with kitchen priv.
JAY’S APPAREL &
.
Got a Decoration Problem?
,,
$22.50 per person. 52 So. 10th st.
Special Price
ACCESSORY SHOP
E" Close in.
,-s.
tC E Snn Fernnedo CY 2.5606 =
Got a Budget Problem?
Room with kitchen privileges:
s,
to
Discount
r r1;er,ces
E living room- Men $20. CY2-5697.
1:18 So. 9th st.
We Sell, Rent, Service
Registered
sss.
For rent: Large front nxini, lin- ,
Our Know-how for the eAking.
REFRIGERATORS
gentlemen. Call
furnished,
.
WEEKLY (VIES
Students
We have a solution - no obligat;on.
E.;,lter 5:30. CY 3-2711. 484 South i
.:
APPLIANCE MART
:
= 13th.
I
.
is:12 E Santa C
CY 7-1252 E
For rent: Furnished rooms $10
.s
= and $15 respectively. Kitchen. Tits geture 17,C,000giocoev
.
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drinking
E Male students. No
LEONARD
0 ARMCO
St..
AUTOMATIC
E smoking. ear 3-3308.
SELF. SERVE
’,NCI 1885
802 SOUTH FIRST ST.
FOR SALE
s
Decorstort
Floral Artists - Designers
LAUNDRY
D.
39R.
Size
sale.
2nd & San Fernando
CY 2-8312
Tuxedo for
San Jose
S. 7th sil VIRGINIA
CY 2-5431
g.: B. Satin lapel. Call CY 3-7420.
$35.
Au.0 Rpalf
Tuxedo for sale. Size 39R. 1)B.,
E
AUTOMOTIVE E Satin lapel. Call CY3-7420. 935.
SERVICE
Underwood portable typewriter.
7f
Spee4IShideet Pete%
$105 for only $70. Never been used.
Aiitlio.itJ Ford. Mercury.
51 CY 4-5773.
Lincoln Se,sce
Term papers, theses. etc. lExpe730 The Alanletl
CY 7-1134
rienced. Reasonable rates. Mrs.
= Russell D. Jensen, 7293 Cherry= stone Dr. AX 6-1457.
FOR RENTALS SALES.
TRADES OR REPAIRS
?
More than 1,500 students had
ROYAL TYPEWRITER E
- dropped classes from their sched
=
CO.
(71
44 E. See Ferns.,13 CY 3-0770 B ules by Monday of this week, acM1111411111M4111111111111111H41111111111117 cording to the Registrar’s (nee.
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FOR THE
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Consult Us

AL’S
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SERVING THE FINEST

For Social Supremacy
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and

special

the Inncy
pastries

breads, cookies, cakes,
to

help make

you

CHATTERTON BAKERY
Phone CY 4-37i 7

SPECIAL PARTY

IN SHORT ORDERS

RATES ON

FOR THE HARRIED STUDENT

COFFEE & DONUTS

a

successful social hostess or host.
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Daily Report on Spartan Athletics

Porter, Wacholz
Accept Pro Bids
I

if to!

floir I
114

IMI thibbAril. oho. %%hen he bail playing barinMiton. is SparI i , ilsr.o tor of athletics, seems to lie the cream of the crop. Walt
VlePherson. the 64%14,lb:ill co... h, and Hugh 91
h. the urestling
men tor. are t op contender..
Portez. a tackle who was draft ,-1./..., hi eko nr,.. Bob I Bronco i ad by
I,
1
* ,.
.i, ,..,1 i 011 !ii ’
the Philadelphia Eagles, ,
I: ,..,, .!
I ink E i ,i i ("oilleri.:
111
Perry. and Pete McNeill said. "Naturally I’m happy about
. ,I, I.
,..,,, awl ,.1. ir...-, let! ,,, ihat I ’ero started out as riding , getting th. chance to play pro,
t,,
,
.., ,, iii ’ i . 111:a11.11’...,.!... l’filiiii hi%vitt, th , I IIIplOVI.Meflt Of I he hall. Ihere are a lot of things to
.
.1.61:: hi. Iiii.:11 ,poi Imo hoitoOl fli,111
er,nsider, but I can say right now 1
that Ell work out with the Eagles. I
Miro-rson and Menge.. released %time data on Perry’. recent
1 luwever, it does depend a greatt i
al. nose
radoort
Perr) started out as top man in the
deal on the financial deal I get: 1
ital!,-rago
class. Ind nuts MAI the others are in shape, 111" isn’t
the fifty lie’s been Itsing to hare 4 .
I’m married and have to consider
alit,’In .6 g
....r..- aft41-..t,r isicriOers into playInt: so he’ll his a’ someone lie eau
that."
I,. at. lib. main trouble seems to be the manufacturer.’ int...m..1s- ,
Porter. ss ho graduated in rh .I.’,,.- s in making -to kb, birds."
ember. now is working as a ti-ac-

!1".I:

BOWL

this.

,, ,,;..... 1.,,rtei .,: I SI an Witch.. z. the two members of the 197)2
a: tan foot hall tedin vk ho sve:ii
rhaisen in t he National Profession al Football kague draft last week,
ha,,, oet.itted to at:eel)!
1 he bids

FOR

AMUSEMENT
at Vie Hon’s,- of
A

,Ii ,
., I If iii.’I’M,’ oa Iii, rharnpvin of Rochester. NON V011... r
..,01-..1,4 ,,e1m...1.,(11,,mpetition. MePher-(on is on the consolation ,
, . r ,,ii.,,,,,, :-:tat. tinininiment a few yeais back Ile had ?
.,
a,
t.. a ehap a ho went on to win the uoild’s (’ham-?
’

(a.

riling salesman.
Wischolz oar. a draft choice of
the San Fr:theist:0 Fortyininers.
In rega ril to his eleetion he
said. "I plan to try out, and If
I make it. I’ll be alFie to play

at had

a year before I have tii

glo into the Nervier." Stan is a
of

member

the

Marine

Corps

res’rle.
Bill

Perry.

who

knows best the

as

line coa, Ii

qualities

of %N.ach-

olz and Porter, had this to say:
"Porter
big

extremely

is

fast

for

a

man

1228 lhst. Another qualitvy in his favor is his team leaders..p.
Wacho1z is an exceptional
ni
pass catcher, and an outstandir..4
downfield hlocker. He was just
coming into his own last season,
and it’s too bad he isn’t a junior
now."
The fact that Lynn Aplanalp.
the spartans’ ace quarterback,
and Dick Stult., the Golden
Raider fullback, were not chumen in the draft, surprised Mally.
There’., a possibility that both
may take a (rack at pro hall.
ver.
I

i
.
I.. ague Plans In Basket
,
i. (10,04.:) t), propie.isi hasi.liall league ssith teams from i AfirAitoryyrryo,,orw,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,..
, ......... /........ , , ..
-... I -.. .... t Mn’ .,. .. i :-:1-- . and San Fiancisco State, will he junked. Ii was sZ
s’
CORSAGES
ss
FOR
TO
TRADE
PLACE
THE
ciii,,.i-i List is. ..k at a meeting of the coaches at San Francisco ’ss
0.
,.-t.ite. lit a iiiiiors have it that the Gaels’ board of athletic control sts
%loon?, i, 10-oti oil101h.‘r .!oeatl’.
%
Carl and Vida
of
Pocketful of Notes:
:N
80 W. SAN CARLOS
.’
.-partaii ’do coach Yosh Uchida and judo aces Lyle Hunt, Jim ?;?..
s,
.....st, I, ion I iladaP and Harp Didier pot on quite a show yesterday’ -70,,,,,...W.,..W....W.,..W.:WWWW:V."....V.,,,,,’",’,’,’,101.1.01.40’,...*";
ii’’ 1 ,..li .4, 1 s1 Ciiiirtn-y’s television shou ..
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Bowling Ball
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Shoes
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ST. CLAIRE FLOWER SHOP

12 LANES
C, A ,,,;3 flEal FORE
FRED

D.-,

PA’Vo5

Mao

Itepiacim; Jackie Lee as alhirElf 119Vi’so erretary- is Liirienne
ore, utio CII1111 I. 11111* C011e4P from the Botany Tr %tile mill..
11.r.1:11t 0 the chief rsigi
in f 110000n. Nolo%% Jersey. Ite sered as
neer there. Nils, lo000 is spending a iO..- ear enlistnient is ith the Red
4 nos. in Julii
is
... Dill Priddy receised his scroll from the Nat’
al
4 ollegiate I ...obi,’ associal
this Orek, honoring hi, cholera’. an
511 thierican pot. ....alter in 1911 . .. Ftiony magazine has %tired
saarbin athletic publicist Danny Dili that (briar,’ toing to featue
r
an :firtirle 141 4 hock tolkins in the iwar future.

is,...,,,

FOLINTA!ts LUNCH
Open f-orn 10 a.m.
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Special -- 1Sao Off
kATWOODIE AND WEBER PIPES
RONSON AND EVANS LIGHTERS
Repaired by S.J.S. Students
Soft Drinks

Tobaccos

RALPH’S SMOKE SHOP
84 SO SECOND

CV

7 20.44

DO NOT READ.
UNLESS YOU OWN

A CAR

Stop in and check these values GENERATORS

CONVERTIBLE TOPS
17

95

139 VS

FUEL PUMPS

fr110.9S
1mitatlef
5: 91

PLASTIC SEAT

URZI’S

Led lay star returnee Irvin !
Spartan gymnasts journts
iIi 1.116( thispo tomorrow to r,i,,
.3 competition against Cal l’

,....

bIli

BARBER SHOP
Television

Soft Drinks

Music

HAIRCUTS ’1"

I..’

l

1)1 1.1) l

Magarines

N

Recreation Center

For a trim and a laugh

bt

1%

7th r.nd .iuiiln

CYpress 7-9996
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Northwestern BATTERIES
Fe’ C0.
f0.i 115-..00.5 notiq
aR.4
t2 Fao
itS
7 95 E
is ma
7S
.9 95Es
24 4.4,1
1745
’ 44 F..
T.-4E-11F S NONE

3RD & San Sulvadc,r
CV 3-3568

raria and Jim Renner arc
?""-,r-.4,:./.--e-..--"rir."--tr."--17/7-47,iv returnees on the eleven-ii. ..
(calling squad named hy
.Munihy. Last year Faun,
-re" 37 points in a foiir-r.:
u:111 St admit the Olympic
, ii, and Cal Poly, and later dui,.ited the teat in a dual nwet
Zr7 .7-2:///aCkr
SHOE
lb Cal Poly
**omit Mumhy has announced
,s
as Faria and Ed Jung,
eshMition: Ed Morinan. Hot,
’a y and Bill Race, trampoline;
aldy
Farm :and Montgonn-r%. ;
Ftilla. Cliff Ford and I
llockley side horse: Priddy and .
horizontal bar: Faria. Bollix!
Montgomery.
pat all. I
Priddy and Ford, long horse;
.ria. Heritt.r and 1-:arl Iloltz,1
and Peavy anal Jung. hum.?

in

mph.,

lAiin their;
fourth straight victory last night .
If, the Nlen. gym, downing Delta
l’hi. 31-30.
In independent play, the Foul
,ils
also
woo
fourth
their
light, belting the Racketeers,
1.1

..:

.I..

$17.95

fine SCOTCH GRAIN
It’s Barrett’s Golden Harvest...
a handsome grain, rich in lustre5
long on stamina.

Dresden Figurines
Shell

Craft

Gives you real foot luxury.

Copper Tooling
Art Materials
P.S. We do custom
picture framing.
THE 1101 NIP:

OF FLOWER..
18: So. Fourth
Corner 9th A William
Phone CI 4-6395

OPEN
THURSDAY
TILL NINE

MEMBER
SPAR -TEN
11.111111114ƒ

usthoil

ri lliq

Basketball Team Plays
COP Tigers Tomorrow
Coach Walt McPherson’s hoop ours return to conference play tomorrow night when they meet
he COP Tigers in Stockton.
Both teams will be trying to
..et out of the cellar of the Cali:ornia Basketball association. The
s:partans and Tigers have identical
aords in. league play, with no
: d three losses.
h., teams have played better than their records show. The
Golden Raiders Mille from behind to tie the St. Mary’s Gaels,
only to lose in the last minute,
and the Tigers forced the Gaels
inte onertime before dropping
the contest by tuo points. In
the game between the Gaels
and Tigers, the Pacificmen made
an amazing fifty percent of their
shots from the floor and still
could not overcome the Moragans.
Van Sweet, Pacific coach, has
heen able to lead Isis charges to
only one win so far this season,
but this is not a true indication
of COP’s potential strength.
Broncos Bounce COP
Santa Clara’s Broncos trounced
the Tigers tarlier this week, but
the Broncos were extremely hot
and had a height advantage of
nearly six inches per man. USF
was the other team to beat the
Tigers in league play:.
lePherton was pleased with
his team’s performance against
the San Franeiseo State Gators
W’ednesday .night
.
.
"Our pkby* were working better than thrS- bane been all season, and I liked the point spread
stoma by our starting five,"
s.od the young mentor. The
7 ADVENTURE iggittiLas
Lt ROPE-60 Day. WS
ind- Ski. Mo.
l’al."‘P.
’’ litcycIe,
faltboot,
tar, RI. Other tours to
Latin Amer ica,West,Or ,ent
--sx,
end Around the World.

-_- -. : STUDY ’’-.-----..r."1 GP. -7--.----=:-.7
..
fra"AgelketalanY. Slain. Scandl.
hav a -ART, DANCE, MUSIC. Study
Tars? Yes! College credit avail.
able on most, but shIl a won.
derfui expenence in an
atmosphere of cantered.
ene. Meucci -45 DayS
. ja.c $350.

TRAVEL
informally, on the beaten track, with
SITA. Congenial groups watt
sIrailer interests. 150 col.
Sp,d
leges represented on 1952
tours.
Sea Mora

DALE JOHNSON

TRAVEL SERVICE
1217 Bank of America Bldg.
CV 2-9313
.

point spread McPherson referred
to as the tallies made by for %Yards Dick Brady and Don Ed Shards, and guards. Lee Jensen
and Carroll %%Warns . Ed %air d Pi
and %%Milani.: each scored 16.
Jensen IS, and Brady 12. Fred
Niemann, usually a high scorer
at eenter, mold garner DIY
A%

’Friday,

SPARTAN DADA’
j-1

ittmen Take Match
rom SFS Boxing Team

Sparta’s mittmen outboxed San
Francisco State in their first dual
meet of the season last night in a
Youth Benefit program at Redwood City. Fine Gator boxers
tailed to go the distance as the
Spartans won seven out ot nine
matches. ’IN.yo were drans.
Bob Harris, 112-1b. Spartan
boxer, was voted the Al Corficen
Memorial trophy for his outstanding performance against SF’s Ray
Braze..
Harris clipped Brazo with a
right to the mid-section, knocking
him over the ropes, and the referee stopped the light. The bout
ended in I minute and 40 seconds of the third round.
’ Only one knock -out was re, I corded. Paul Reuter, Spartan
. heavyweight, kayoed Jerry Harper
with a right to the chin in 142
of the third round. Harper, a foot,
at
ball center of the Gators frosh
GUARD EF.:E. JENsEN
.
he foot ball team, was leading on
took over the scoring lead from PI nts until this happened.
Fred Niemann this neck. The
Bill Mendosa, 163 Iles. lookin
sharp-eyed Spartan will lead his
team In guest of their first CRA
victory tomorrow night.

WI

rN.

CREAMERY

lien’s
Skis,
Poles,
Boots.

Rent top-quality equipment for your a is 1...enal
skiing. All 111.% and the sir, hest.
%feu% II.regg skis and poles for
the sr, h.emf

his best to date, decisioned E.
Goodwin,
fernier national
JC
champ. The referee stopped the
fight after two rounds.

Mt. White was the aggressor
throughout the tight. workine
Fawcett over with hat hooks and
-uppercuts.
Al Asa- irso. 119 Iles . regard Terry Ulneh, sulastitutine for
Jack Montgomery in the 117-1h. 1.’.s of hi( opPfkawnts’ adyanfaga
icated Ashberry But division, won a referee’s decision in reach,
over Elliot Jacobs in a short, but
action -packed bout. The fight was
. dress with
Don Bend. r. 156
stopped after 1:45 of the first the Gator’s highls touted Dick
round.
Kelly. Kelly. a reserve ball back
Heanyweight Norm Carter. em- on the SF football team. is con Ploy ing a sharp left jab which he sidered by Gator Coach Bob Rob has not shown previously. teem inette to be his team’s outstandJim Giannini. The fight was Inc boxer.
stopped after 1.25 of the lust
In the 125-1h.
Mikeround.
. Guerrero and Bob K f fk halt led
Ed Heinrieh, 165 lb.. spotting .to a draw.
his opponent 10 to 15 Do dectsively whipped Fuzz y Frachot.
SPECIAL DISCOUNT
Heinrich, using lett jabs and beatScictis
Cha-ches
To 11 Cla.ba
o,cloy
Pao es. et:
ing his foe to the punch, completeLcdges
of 5 dozen ar
ly outboxe-d the wide-swinging
ORDER IN ADVANCE
Gator.
Allan White. 139-lb. light-welt
,
,1
Finn
le!e.

g

’saints, hut McPherson slated
that he was not too uorried
about Niemann’s "oft night ."
By
The Tigers won their opening
PAT MEINTASIS
, game against an alumni squad.;
!heft since then they have lost 13 ISan Jose State
straight.
.
brought home a tnn.e.
Can’t Get Over Confident
I games Spartanette victory
We can’t take Pacific’s record ’recent Stanford basketball Si, ’
too lightly." said McPherson. "Van day.
Sweet has a good squad and they
The Prestidigitators, captain,
all have good jump shots. Gene I by Delores Bertolosso. opened
Sosniek and Jerry Streeter at day’s schedule by defeatin,_
guards, and Ed Kahn at loin’, it’d :Stanford Intermediates,
are the boys we have to walel,
Playing for the seniors wet.- L.
continued Sparta’s coach.
lian Borello. Nita Ruck, Joys’. 1,
lone,
Joan Chambers,
Close games are not the 1’ X ," .
reption in the Spartan -Tiger se- Woodwerti. Laurette’ 1-e"‘
Bertolosso.
ries sine,. the ss atr. Last year th.
.
’ Spartans beat the Tigers in
(MI’ took the Stanford Vetsteel:ten in the last three !WV niari. . to the tune of ’..’,5-114.
ends. But the Paulin -men took a
TP:1111 mentliers were Captain
the
one.proint
derision f
Alicia Emit. Mary Lou Anew.
match
in
the
return
Raiders
in
’
Mandel Sanders, Phyllis Carter.
last
SP:1ilke local gym. Before
Connie Cord, Margaret olt and
hadn’t
mm \ victory-, the Tigers
Lois slo.yyman.
been ahl. to trip the Spartan’.
Thi, ’Maps wcre on II,
since 1917. All the games hay.
of a 26-17 score, at
been close. Most games hay,.
the Stanford adn zinced team
been non by one or No points.
resenting the SJS team were Cai,
performance
his
of
By virtue
lain Lavauglin Zenk, Betty It: taken
has
against SF, Lee Jensen
castes’, Betty Fondren, Nana .
over the leadership in the scoring Tuck, Sally Meyer, and Reba E\ race for the Spartans
erett.
Tourney News
The fourth round of play in tis.
double elimination basketball tow.
ney will go down in the hooks a
the most exciting and tltrillir.
thus far. League A simmered dons.
no that now only five teams at.
in contention for the title spot
Meps, trailing late in ti.
third period, hit their stride in ti’
fourth quarter to tie the pepp.ei
It’s
up Greenhorns, 41-41. The gain,
the
7th and Santa Clara
was a basket -for-bask. t afire!
Greatest
with everything from hook sheet() Ion:, shots lacing scorcd.
Th.’ Prestidigitators and the
Pin Over% had the same game
situation ulth th.. score a -hanging hands seyeral times. Milli
ing through, the
snish shots I
Pin Overs t ii riled the trick by
dorming the seniors, 41-36. The
tensest seeriling LI dime of the eye fling saw the f ’razy Cats det Pit t
the Red Hots, 19-15. In Leago.
R etimpctition, Ctumna Phi Meta
downed the k-Detr, 26-25, Alpha Chi Omega defeated th.,
Recreation Majors. 29-19, and
CWC defeated Belle Ms
23-1:.

featuring
FT. LONG HOT DOGS
CHILI BEANS
BEEF STEW

CRYSTAL 0 0

89.50

Men*. lit ikon. ski hoots for the
scely-end

Long’s Sporting Goods
SANTA CLARA
949 MAIN STREET
Akeinsfea 6,2120

13

1q53

Be in Style
with clothes
dry-cleaned by
specialists
CV 2-1920 for Deliyery Serw.ce

GARDEN CITY
CLEANERS
IS E SANTA CLARA

SNIDER’S DO-NUTS

501 Ameden

CV 4 cfliii9

IA/it p

CCMPle

tit/

3rit I iiirj

C’emplete
Siff

CALIFORNIA BOOK CO.
JUST ACROSS FOURTH FRO.’

_DENT UNION

THIS IS
WORTH

’5.00
TO YOU
As a trade-in on a beautiful
ALARM CLOCK RADIO
We’ll take any clock,
in any condition
ALL MAKES OF RADIOS
AT ALLIED RADIO & T.V.

Act Today and

$500
Save
’Vied
Radio &
57 SO. FOURTH

1176 LINCOLN
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When ’Honchos Are Up’
MIG Alley Is Red Hot
When "the lion. up. They 1174e to fight. So do
I-. i I I
nlazi arid .apor
,Whitehead, a quiet, shy man on
ns
..; ,a 0,i fantastic
alley in ’ the ground, is in Tokyo for a few
sk:,
ria.s test Ills wife. Rom. Ann.
ti
riot, Am. 1.1. an anti a baby son be hasn’t seen.
May see nothing of live in Gaines.
an:..0 planes. or
I but a
lb. has flown 97 missions and
.,1 i. ii
wiIl be ready to go home after
Maneli.111:11I 601’ three men’, fit’ has downed one
.’rid one-half.tL’.’(IM
Korean for -big
if
James, Losely, San
got It’s the late I. %merle:on
Aiwa., I alit., a telathe nest emnhas.- pinned ori the Red;
er ith
missions, said Whitefirst train- of 5114. pilots.
head is a different man a a
’I hey ’ic cfaivincrif that the Reds !satire.
.
..arious stages ol
in
p
Ace’ i s Quiet but sshen he gets
.
they’re cautious.1
in
airplane he takes over.
eVerl eagcr
,thatlies
ate’ they get
wild,
He’s
the best," Levels
trade giudire ulth tia Sables
"Yon go in
said rapt I sit’’’.
sa Whitehead. Gaines, Mich , -for
while
can’t find any NIP;
it:,,, Pt l’s-, Twit,
Inok
"h
Teri all of a s udden ther.
rap
Ih.
are, polling lor
ho
1 hat’s is two t he
.. ow,. siry theme has
been adopted for Tau Delta Phi’s
SAM PYES
annual Winter ball. Max Melainalcl the men’s honorary scholastic;
fraternity dance chairman, said
yesterday.
474/3:1;
:IrhU..

Air I jiI

pik.t

r

Is

diStIPIAWitiing

is

.13,

Well-Traveled
Books Return
Tao hooks aid he returned
to the f.ihrary nest ueek, after
basing tra%eled almost 6,000
Jim Liles checked theta out
several %treks ago, and hasn’t
been able to find them since.
Yesterday lie received a wire
froni Na-it lark from a friend
aho had %kited him here recently.
"Found two hooks, have reason to believe they belong to
you," the iiire read. Evidently
the friend had traeled all the
Ina% to Neu 1 ’irk a ith the h.,.,kna
In bis iar.
it.’ is returning them hi parcel post.

AEC Shows Off
tsu Deita Phi Electronic Brain;
Moss Donee Cyclotron Next

4)110

The dance will he at Lake Merritt hotel in Oakland. Saturday.
night Feb. 2fi, McDonald said, lie
said that the theme symbolizes
the organization’s 25th year in
the- college Tower.

GIVE THE

The affair is ill be a dinner donee, ,
McDonald continued, and all Tau
islia Phi valises. alumni and far. Iilty honorary members are
ble to attend.

obi

4.44,

VALENTINE
THAT LASTS

VOI;OtAitia:Caft,

COMPACTS
Spe.
in
to w

.

s.
I

teal Of enilearing. en Anle-i I, An Comikt

re.I awl freers jesel
gleaolIng gol.len finiah.
sant
livid the "lie
plea-, See our %.aleillate
...11 today.
04for. fro/.
;
$4"
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DIAMONDS
PST ‘.1
’.A!‘)
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1
jectings
Blue Key: Meet today, in Stu’I’ no (*mon, at 4 p.m.
Charming club: Meet Sunday. at
Chllfeh at 7:30 pm. for S
di .m51011 group.

The a tom smashing machine
was built at a cost of $966,456 by
Industrial Arts club: Meet Mon - the Collins Radio cotnpany, Cedat
v. in I A. lecture room at 11:30, Rapids, la. It combines many 01
the top features of cyclotrons in
. III.
research laboratories all over the
"I, .11 in Orkwel: Telephone. SO-1
world. the AEC said.
blood drive. :Meet in
I: ,, _ I at 7.30 pm., Monday.
student Court: Meet today. in
Union. at 3.30 p.m

New Feat tires
Set for Lyke

GOOD FOOD AT
COLLEGE PRICES
BREADED VEAL CUTLETS, 85c

11Pchie44 cteak Mume

5.1’) South Second

CHICAGO (UP)The Atomic.
Energy commission showed off its
new, super-quick electronic brain
Wednesday and disclosed that a
new atom -smashing cyclotron was
in operation.
The -parallel digital computer,
hich coat V5,090, it ill
greatly reduce the mathematical
labor In nuclear energy problems. The device uas
t,ur of
s esterday during a
the Argonne Nat :al labors,
tory near here.
Dr. Raymond F. Framer, en
neering scientist, said the corm,
ter "will work approximately P,
ism tine’s as fast as a trained On,
palter who uses a desk type el.
tin. calculating machine.’’
/Iv said it has put "the I..
nost eliicient human coi,.;
shanw."
The development of the fyeloIron u
last sunt
tiler. The AEC Said the 64)-huh
constant - frequency desk*. Is
now in operation at Argonne.

CYpress 5.9897

An entertainment while and an
outlook on the future of sports at
the college will be featured in
the Winter quarter edition of
Lyke, catnus humor magazine.
Joyce Burrell and Bob Pelt,
co-editors of Lyke, have pre! .
that a new entertainment
will list over 200 places to eat,
dance and picnic. A complimentary
copy of the magazine will be sent
to the social chairman of every
camus organization for future reference.
An increasing number of college:
magazines have joined Lyke’s exchange list, stated Roy Wager,
laisiness manager. He-, added that
ninny new jokes, cartoons, (ashion ads ertisements and pictori.,
features from exchange magazine
%sill be among the specialities h.
t he winter edition.
Wager also promised that this
Lyke will be bigger than ever before. The previous lart7est
was 414 pages.
Beautiful
RE -UPHOLSTERING
Reasonable Cost
Re Styling
Factory Methods
Right Materials

Located on El Camino Real
Just North of Santa Clara

MARTINOUS RUG &
UPHOLSTERY CLEANERS
o44 So. F,rst)
25 UNION ST.
C’s’ 4-411414

Constitution Has
Precious Words
NEW YORK (UP) Thiry words
written into the Constitution of
the United States Feb. 25, 1913,
have cost the American taxpayers
$360,000,000,000 or $12,000,000,000
a word.
The words constitute the 16th
amendment which says:
"The Congress shall have powei
to lay and collect taxes on incomes, from whatever source derived, is ith ou t apportionment
among the several states, and
without regard to any census or
enumeration."
As the -10th anniversary of the
income tits approaches, the Bureau of Internal Revenue is rereisIng 195? tax, returns for the
biggest tax take In the nation’s
history.
When the returns are tabulated
after the tax deadline, midnight of
March 16th (the 15th is Sunday),
the total is expected to exceed by
a substantial amount the 1951
tax because the 1952 rates are
higher, based on a tax change
which became effective Nov. 1,
1951.
The tax foundation calculated
for the United Press the total income taxes paid since the 16th
amendment was approved. It’s a
difficult calculation because in the
early days government records

By
Me
’WI
dat
:
MIR
, he It,
men

lumped inchidual and protitS
taxes
In the years 1913 to 195?,
total Income and profits tat collections before refunds amounted
to $381,000.000,000. Refuturds estimated at $20,000,000,000 reduce the net paid to $361,000000,000.
The amendment made possible
taxation of corporation income as
well as individuals. -There was a
corporation "excise" tax under
which collections were $83,000,000
from 1910 to 1912, but no corporation income tax.
Hence, the tax foundation experts agree that the cost to American taxpayers over the 40 years
was $360,000,000,000 or $12,000.000,000 a word for each of the
words contained in the 16th
amendment to the Constitution.
Back In 1913 the figures were
different. The government debt
then was a little more than
$1,000,000,000. Today Ills 5267,300.000,000.
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Got a Dinner Date?
Want to eat where the
Food is Superb
And the
Prices are Right?
Then take this advice --Pkit up that special date of yours and head for the
RENDEZVOUS CAFE. You’ll never make a better impression
"a..c. a better meal, or enjoy yourself more.
*
You’ll be served the finest of foods in the most cordial
surroundings imaginable. Do your date and yourself a favor
and fill that dinner date at . . .

Rendezvous Cafe
1595 SOUTH FIRST STREET

ASP

Mabel R. Gillis,

Campus ampus
By ED JACOUBOWSKY

Men of Idaho State college may spend all their hard-earned cash
this week and not worry about how they are going to foot the bill
for dates next week. The campus will be going through the annual
-TWIRP week celebration. The mystic letters. -ramp,- stand for
"lilt, woman is requested to pay." A very good ideal It seems that
semen foot all social bills during the week.
More Rills
Speaking of hills (ugh:), men going through rushing at this
...liege can be darn thankful they are not at the University of
Oregon. According to an article appearing in the University of
()result Emerald, rushers must pay a $5 fee tat ore going through
taus/nag.
Pressure on the Press
with the current talk about certain groups on campus allegedly
v .-Iiing to apply pressure to the choosing of the Daily editor, an
editorial in the Modesto JC Collegian has special significance.
The editorial referred to a proposed constitutional amendment
which would take the editorship out of politics,
’Time and again candidates for editor of the Collegian, whose
interest and training is in journalism or achieving a real understandiril. of the press and society, must leave their jobs in the pressroom
to build political fences.
-They must shirk their responsibilities in order to Win a political
race.
-Instead of representing all the students after their election, they
are beholden to those who backed them and put them into office.
Seine politicans who like this arrangement want it to continue,
-They wish to earn the job and the approval of their colleagues
le flair accomplishments in journalism.
-They don’t want to run in a popularity contest."
My Aching Feet
(Inc night of dancing apparently isn’t enough for the average
Brigham Young university student. This year’s’ Junior prom will be
a two-night affair. In order to save the couple’s feet for the two
nights ahead, the prom committee will employ a staff of 20 men
each night to park cars. You drive to the door, check your hat,
coat and car, and walk in. They claim the system is fool -proof,
Think I’ll go tip and see if I can find any lost checking stubs. A
Cadillac will do.
Personal
A rather interesting item appeared in the personal section of the
: i,e,sitieds in a recent issue of the Michigan State News. "Will fellow
who nearly threw girl in Red Ceder after the hockey game please send
9 -way cold tablets immediately as she is desperately ill. Her roommates, 226 Mason."
Come Josephine
Abbott Du Gaily, a student at Los Angeles State college, announced his plans for bicycling around the world, a mere 35,000-mile
jaunt, at the conclusion of the present semester.
During the past summer, Du Gaily got in shape by bicycling from
1.os Angeles to New York. Not caring for work to finance his trip.
he picked the busiest corners in towns he passed through and did hand
kflaneing acts, passing the hat between performances.
-
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Placement Picture
That are Effective
At Prices That are Reasonable
No. First Street

CY 2-8960

CO.

MOTOR

230 NORTH FIRST STREET

Your Friendly Dodge Dealer

PARTY and DANCE SUPPLIES
HULA SKIRTS
LEIS
FAVORS

BRUGS

GIFT

Greeting Cards

AND

NOVELTY

SHOP
CV 3-5838

94 South Second
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.
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Antonio
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Street

FINE CARS
WELK-END SPECIAL
Convertible 1 951 PONTIAC
Hyd.
R&H
$1995

TED HAYS
701 S. First

CV 7-2010

Purveycrs of qual;4y meat,
to re-taurants. boa rd ; no
fratern;tie,.. n^d
We cut to order

TO11Srlielly t

end deliver.

Ed. note: Don’t know
%there this is from:

455 Key’s St
Call CV 3 7577
Just about everyone is fed up
eismoomme.
to their kissing -sweet teeth with
chlorophyll by now. There is, how- $0,-ever, a new chlorophyll product
on the market that well may rev- ,
5.
olutionize the clothing industry.. ’N Delicious Italian D inners ...
chlorophyll -treated sweaters,
5"
We’ve had tooth paste, detach, Z.
rants, soap, cough syrup, chlorophyll tooth brushes. chewing gum.
andadog food. I guess they figure
s’
if you don’t use these other prodHOT FOOD TO TAKE C ..’
COME AS YOU A P ;
ucts. you can smell just as bad
6 5c ss.
Spaghetti, qt.
as humanly possible and cover it
$1.40
Week Days
. up with a sweater.
75c :.
Ravioli. qt.
Sunday 8. Holidays 1.65
Historians tell us that we are
A quart of each feeds
; going through the atomic age.
Private Banquet Room
but 1 think they are way off the
ball. If things keep up this way,
0
our generation will he known
an the "Chlorophyll Age." Of
SUN UNTIL 1145 P m
OPEN 11.30 A K4 TO 5-45 P.5.4 SAT &
course this oust he pure con...
I 75 SAN AUGUSTINE STREET
,,
- lecture.
.
CYpress 4-5045
I remember a high school teachDOWNSTA IPS
, er I hacl a few years ago who was
certain that it would be known ter,,,,,,,,,::WWloWeWe’WeVroWe’,###,,,#,Wel
."4,01.<
; as the "Chewing Gum Age." She .
conceived a future race of pi q
ple with tremendous jaws. Mayta
, this "Nature’s Deodrant" business
S’bb y _
will produce a race with a definiti
chartreuse tint to their skin.
’ I wouldn’t advise anyone to gi%. st
$
one of these sweaters as a
; because the implications might 4
prove disastrous.
latest
the
you
offers
Anyway, you can buy one of ,
these marvels of modern science
and advertising for only $1.2t:
selection on new spring
ss:
which must prove something.

HOME-MADE RAVIOLI

Michigan Mate college:
Upperclassmen who can’t writ,intelligently can be held back free Z.
graduating, according to a rule.. set down by the college last
ter term.
The Slate News erroneously reported Wednesday that students
is ho can’t write intelligently can!
Is’ refused a diploma
(F4. note: Who’d graduate!)

1
FEBRUARY 9th

dies, levas and such do not evestitute the proper full dress &se
should be worn only at a brawl.
.
: 8 No freshie shall offend tha
‘
. ’
: digruty of the Chess of ’55 by daub ; ing green paint on the Big 1’.
9. No erstwhile pumpkinheada
shall ever he seen trespassing of.
, the ever -so -sacred Sophomor.
,
’ lawn.
10. Thou shalt live hi moss
;
rcterential sue and undiititee
admiration Of tha superiors. the
oll-powerttil, roight
and Mostrious Cisme of 1955.
The above. commando-tants w
:be duly enforecil viiihrtit 14-nle ni
or pit,. , ,:.:1
, ...
1,1,,,,k. 7,!

MEATS
rWHOLESALE
Engles. Brown & Brown

English Must Rate 1%
At Michigan State

Rates for Organizations
Ceramics Tricks

10 Commandments Get
New Treatment at Cal

libirdln-Sinutions unit ersity :
l’niversity of California:
i
Editorial
i
Twenty conmmandments, ten by
; We are coming, in a week. upon ,(od and ten by the almighty
431)h:a phenomenon common to all ’omore class, shall he imposed upon
’ American schools of higher learn- i the freshmen entering spring at’mester, announced Dick ?Marston.
I
i ingthat is Dead Week.
;Sophomore class president.
I We were told as freshmen that
And If the fresh disobey the
. Dead Week was that week before class of ’55’s worthy command,’ exams devoted entirely to study manta, to the Kangaroo court
’ and review. This meant there were with them, added Marston.
The entering frosh will be oh no social events scheduled during
the week and no class assign- Ilged. to uphold the following mgulations:
ments during the week,
.
I. Thou shalt wear at all times
In reality, the social events idea
that insignificant combination ot
is carried out pre tt closely,It ’ Is:’
the blue pancake and gold button
hard to plan anything for Dead k
known as the "Dink."
Week, besides the usual meetings..
2. Thou shalt not reef thy
without someone dragging up the
spectre of flunked exams and -panties’ or listen to "Captain
Midnight" on the radio.
scholastic probation.
3. No high school paraphanalia
The assi
ent deal doesn’t
come out so well. There are will be tolerated, and thou shah
teachers who don’t rtaiew, and not bluster ostentatiously about
so continue assignments up to childhood achievements.
4. Thou shalt religiously pack as
the day of the final. There are
; others to nhom ceyiew is a se- much mood to all rallies as tti
ries of tests and extra reports. PtinV muwit
Can uphold.
5. Thou sli.:it religiousij. pack :i
But our idea was not to judge
the good or the had of Dead Wert: much wood to all rallies as ll!
as it now is observed. We just puny muscles can uphold.
6. Physical examinations are
can’t see much advantage in it
unless it is defined exactly and a neceasity and must he en dtired without childlike tears.
observed that way. This busines:
of everyone having his own idea Iladacol 111111 he used as a brae of what Dead Week is, is confus- ’ ee
.
;
I
,ing, to say the least.
So let’s define it and observe.
or make Dead Week a thing
the past.
-1
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NEW AND RECONDITIONED AUTOMOBILES

DERBIES

SPARTAN DAILY

THE ITALIAN RESTAURANT

ALWAYS A FAIR SHAKE
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Friday, Jan 30, 1953
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STUDIO AND CAMERA SHOP
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Texan Writes,
’Dead Weeks’
Are Not So!
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Hill Discuss

Friday, Jan 10, 19’33
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Psych Student Attends Ohio State

Frosh

Mary Jane-. Malesbergen. former
p.sychology major at the college,
eurientl is attending Ohio State
tirm ersit under a fellowship she.
obtained through the personnel
office

Death Valley Sign-ups
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Toartst,y Team
:Needs Fourth
Brill
fit) illbuyer

As of p.,t-irlay, 19 persons had
entered the National Intei-col leglat.! Bridge tournament, reported
I ad Bon-les, Social Affairs comtilt t tee head.
(..)"It,::iii:’.t
’
IN
The sign-up deadline is extended.
it I. .,’iu-. Ire labor
0. said, in hopes of finding one
In Max Pinner’s hook. -When Inn,
player. ’rhe college then
I"."1("’ .’"’ l’"1"’"Is...
will have five full teams.
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Official has Doubt
Of Russ A-bomb
Norwalk. Conn.. Jan. 29
A. Gen.

4 Ur

Leslie R. Grocs, wart

,

head of the atomic bomb project,
said today former President Truman may have been correct when
he said recently he was ’ not cons inced" Russia has the A-bomb.
"All we know is there were indications of nuclear explosions in
Russia," Gros es said. "That does
not prove that they base the bomb
in a workable form."
Regardless, Groves said, this
country must he prepared for
atomie war tar, ssith Russia.
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In a letter recently recelsed by
Dr. Chales W. Telford, Psycho!.
lgy department head, she r:fveided
:hat the-. West C.:.;,st is repr’sented
by over 200 sr -dents attending
obi.; Statp.
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